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Abstract

Modern hybrid video codecs, such as HEVC (High E�ciency Video Cod-

ing)/H.265, are complex, multi-tiered systems. They present a challenging

environment for intelligent adaptive agents which seek to optimize real-time

control of the encoding process. The Rate-Distortion Optimization (RDO)

portion of this process, at the heart of the encoder, is typically formulated

in standard (and commercial) implementations in terms of heuristics, and

hand-engineered, theoretically derived relationships between control param-

eters and other variables. These relations work well for video sequences in

general, but are not necessarily ideal in every scenario or scene. In this thesis,

we explore and implement intelligent control agents for the rate-distortion

subsystems of HEVC � agents that learn to improve from many iterations of

experience.

We leverage direct source pixel information, and recent advances in Rein-

forcement Learning (RL) methods with multi-layer neural networks (deep re-

inforcement learning), to optimize the control of the RDO process in HEVC.

The functional estimation power of neural representation, through grad-

ual learning of directed policies by experiential reward, produces adaptive

agents that can exceed the hard-coded implementations of HEVC (which

are source-agnostic). Applications of machine learning methods in control of

video codecs typically assume the role of supervised learners, where the task

is a bypassing of the reference protocol to achieve lower-cost encoding (time-

savings, complexity reduction). In those settings, the goal is limited by the

performance of the reference. In this thesis, we develop reinforcement-based
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training systems that learn to surpass the performance of the reference, from

encoding trials of frames and coding blocks of single video sequences.

We present contributions in the adaptation of RL to a completely novel

setting in video coding optimization, without the presence of a simulator, and

with the presence of engineered reference parameters. We further produce

methods to handle uncertainty, as well as an algorithm of expanding-horizons

in learning gradient updates, that enabled accelerated results from relatively

low number of coding pictures.

These methods are then extended to generalized policy-learners that can

learn to control from other (di�erent) video sequence trials, at the coding-

block level. We discover this generalization is crucial to better performance

by countering the e�ect of over-�tting and improving sample e�ciency in the

learning process of the agent.

Our results improve signi�cantly on the compression performance of the

standard while conforming to its speci�cation. We also �nd that reinforcement-

trained predictors of Lagrangian modi�ers perform better than comparable,

analytically derived versions in the literature, giving a stable near-optimal

performance across scenery types and resolutions, without pre-de�ned mod-

els. We examine results both quantitatively and analytically (visually) in

this work. Along the way, we identify some limitations of deep learning by

reinforcement algorithms in this context, and discuss possible future works.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Video communication comprises a large part of all computation taking place

in the world today. According to the Cisco Internet Reports estimate, the

period since this thesis was started (2016) till late 2021 saw a remarkable four-

fold growth in internet Video transmission(CISCO Annual Internet Report

2018-2023 Whitepaper 2020; VNI, 2019). In the order of hundreds of 180

Exabytes per month, global video tra�c accounted for 80% of all internet

tra�c, a testimony to the changing nature of communication and the evolving

nature of TV and social media, but also the e�ects of pandemics and online

learning.

The amount of communication (global internet tra�c) itself was of course

in growth, consuming a sizable part of global energy resources in computa-

tional form. Cisco estimated that in 2021, a single minute on the internet

would witness the `gigabyte equivalent' of all movies ever made in history,

transmitted. This internet tra�c is a shocking 135× the internet tra�c in

2005. At a compound annual rate of 26% from 2016, the 4.6-fold increase in

tra�c reached 4.3 petabytes per second.

In terms of video content resolution, the changes are similarly signi�cant.

2% Ultra HD video percentage became 19% in 2021, and standard de�nition
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video (below 1920×1080 HD resolution) actually dropped from 61% to 24%.

These numbers, and the mobile computing devices associated with them,

drive the need for a continuous improvement and optimization in the Digital

Signal Processing world of video standards and codecs.

Computational complexity of these codecs, at the heart of every video

recording or transmission, impacts power consumption at the device level.

Worldwide, the impact is of a global energy scale. Coding e�ciency, on

the other hand, impacts the bitrate at some level of quality, and this is

of primary concern to the entire internet infrastructure, due to bandwidth

consumption. According to estimates in (CISCO Annual Internet Report

2018-2023 Whitepaper 2020) and (VNI, 2019), 80% of internet tra�c will

consist of video content. A more in-depth review of Video Coding standards

and how they are developed with every iteration to counter this increase in

data consumption, production and transmission in video form, is presented

in following Chapters (see Chapter 2, Sec 1: Background).

Parallel to the world of video coding developments and standards, recent

years also saw a rise in the use of neural-network driven architectures in

control systems, building on many separate successes of machine learning

on various classi�cation (or pattern recognition) tasks. The combination of

learning capabilities from `deep' network representations (Arulkumaran et

al., 2017), with advances in reinforcement learning algorithms (Zhang, 2018)

gave rise to novel abilities in learned control.

There are certain well de�ned tasks�examples in esports game playing,

strategic planning, robotic control�where expert (�xed automated) systems

are limited heavily, if they lack capabilities of learning and exploration.

The strategic board games of Chess and Backgammon are good exam-

ples: There are rule-based programs written, including historically strong,

probabilistic-reasoning systems that have beaten grand-masters at these games,

or achieved near-human levels of strategic insight given a �xed algorithm.

But they were still tremendously limited as compared to recent reinforcement-

driven agents as in (Silver et al., 2018), which surpassed all prior Go and
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Chess programs with nothing but basic rules of the game, initially. Ear-

lier work on TD-gammon, the Time Di�erence based Backgammon system

taught by playing against itself�see (Gerald Tesauro, 1995) and (G. Tesauro,

1994)�demonstrated remarkable new strategies that changed how masters of

the game sought to play. The ability of model-free algorithms and repre-

sentations to go beyond the basic logic of a system and provide insightful

control is fascinating, and continues to drive human-benchmark breaking in

deep learning applications.

Robotic motion control tasks for both swimmer and hopper robots (mo-

tor torque control) can similarly be learnt from experiential settings, given

the same form of input signal, using the similar gradient-based learning algo-

rithms (policy gradients) powered by an identical functional representation

� a deep/multilayered neural network. They often utilize features of explo-

ration to provide a rich learning experience from simulation, especially when

no teaching/expert demonstration can be used.

The main question we are answering with this work is: can similar learn-

ing systems be utilized in learning to control the derivation of parameters in

a Video Coding system, operating in real time?

1.2 Problem Statement

The release of High E�ciency Video Codec (HEVC/x265)(Lin et al., 2013;

Sullivan et al., 2012) by the Joint Collaborative Team on Video Coding (JCT-

VC) in 2013, allowed a 50% increase in coding e�ciency over the previous,

but still more popular, AVC/x264. That is roughly half the bits for the

same quality video, or the same bits for a higher resolution picture. As this

work was being done, even newer standards (VVC) were in development,

again with the goal of reducing the bit-cost of storing or transmitting video

content. Meanwhile the underlying adaptive mechanisms of rate-distortion

optimization remain largely the same for the past two decades, and do not in-

volve information from the source picture itself. This thesis is concerned pri-
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marily with this problem: We investigate improving the source-adaptability

and dynamical nature of the Rate-Distortion modules of HEVC. The goal is

improvements to rate-distortion characteristics of the HEVC/H.265 encoder,

with the aim of improving the coding e�ciency (bit cost reduction) of the

HEVC standard in all basic, general modes of operation (random access and

low-delay encoding pro�les in the standard color depth).

1.3 Research Questions and Objectives

Our speci�c targets in HEVC are improving the bitrate/coding e�ciency

of the standard encoder. Improved bitrate signals and video stream com-

pression are a driving force for much of the research in telecommunications

technologies today, and motivates much of the research in the digital sig-

nal processing; every iteration of the video coding standards attempts (with

many content-speci�c extensions) to o�er improvements primarily in this re-

gard, e�ectively reducing the information transmitted or stored for the same

content.

When subsequent coding standards are produced, to achieve this goal, it is

done with changes to architecture, transform and motion capabilities, coding

block sizes, entropy coding/digital compression techniques, and associated

algorithms in every area of the codec. In contrast, the goal in this work is to

produce better rate characteristics (a higher level of information compression

through Rate-Distortion Optimization) without modifying the syntax of one

particular coding standard or any component algorithms outside RDO. this

is one objective � i.e., improving RDO decision making while keeping the

same mechanisms in Motion Prediction, Transform Coding, Quantization,

and Entropy coding intact.

The questions being answered revolve around: can we improve on the

hand-engineered, carefully calibrated (but still �xed) empirical schemes in

the Rate-Distortion processes of a modern video encoder such as H.265?

In other words, can we introduce an automated means of control for the
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dynamical adaptive parts of the RDO-process, currently adaptive only by

heuristic means from �xed rule-sets?

In a larger context, historically, most optimization work in video encoders

tends to revolve around engineering approaches driven by carefully designed

rule-based systems (adaptive behavior through introspection). Can an agent

be trained to use experiential reward information instead, drawn from quan-

titative indicators of performance, and the state of the input signal itself?

In attempting to improve on the performance of the standard heuristics

and method, we have no optimal benchmark datasets of performance on

which to train a supervised machine learning model. To what extend can we

rely on a decision/action-making policy learned through reinforcement? Can

it be combined, through some measurement of uncertainty in predictions,

with the default heuristics of the system to produce an augmented decision-

making scheme?

What can we learn from the process of training an agent for such control,

and what are the limitations and constraints in the context of a non-simulated

environment: a computationally complex software suite like a modern Video

Encoder?

These are broad questions leading to more concrete research objectives:

1. Adapt, apply, and contrast performance of multiple reinforcement learn-

ing algorithms trained as control agents for RDO decision making mod-

ules, to improve HEVC bit-rate/coding e�ciency at di�erent levels of

quantization, with minimal penalty in video quality.

2. Investigate how raw source signal/input image can be used or trans-

formed as a learning state, in the primitives of aforesaid reinforcement

learning.

3. Investigate di�erent forms of output from neural-net function approxi-

mators driving the above policies as actors, producing discrete (labeled)

or continuous (real-valued) control/action signals in Lagrangian modi-

�er derivation for RDO.
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4. Produce frame-level methods of adaptation lambda control, as per the

current standard, and extend in more granular levels of adaptation (by

slice, region or coding block).

5. Explore and adapt concepts of exploration in action, and uncertainty

measurement and fallback mechanisms for stability and robustness of

acting agents.

1.4 Research Outline and Contributions

This thesis produces several published results in line with the research ob-

jectives, outperforming current video coding standard implementations as

well as (rare) heuristic improvements in recent literature, that were given by

analytic methods.

While architecture from various supervised learning methods has been

used in recent years in optimization of video codec implementations for

speed/reduction of complexity, we introduced methods from reinforcement

learning(Sutton and Barto, 2018; Lange, Gabel, and Riedmiller, 2012) for

the �rst time to successfully improve on the compression performance of the

HEVC codec, without the need for the compilation of training data.

Two categories of algorithms were adapted for learning in the context of

the HEVC video codec software implementations:

� Action-value estimation methods (Q-learning and deep-network-based

Q-learning) for discrete control.

� Policy Gradient methods for continuous control

The research was conducted in three main stages:

1. Investigation of the HM software implementation of HEVC(JCT-VC,

n.d.), the RDO modules and their cost function compnents in detail,

designing a �xed speed-up optimization of the cost functions through

pixel decimation techniques.
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2. Introducing reinforcement learning to the main objectives of the the-

sis in RDO-focused bitrate optimization. This stage contained several

signi�cant contributions restricted to the single video, frame-level op-

timization of Lambda in RDO (the Lagrangian modi�er of the rate-

distortion technique in hybrid coding).

3. Extending the techniques from the prior stage to block-level/Coding

Unit granularity in the encoder, with the capabilities of multiple-video

training as an experiential learning phase for the reinforcement-trained

policies.

We conduct in-depth investigation of our adaptations, including an anal-

ysis of the capability of semantically labelling pixels as input (instead of raw-

pixel values) for use in the various function approximators of state-action and

action-value, in the acting agents.

Thesis Organization

Chapter 2 In the sections below we cover primers on hybrid Video Coding

and the Rate-Distortion (RD) scheme currently employed in the stan-

dard, as well as an overview of algorithms for training in Reinforcement

Learning. A literature review of relevant works utilizing machine learn-

ing in HEVC and earlier is presented, along with a review of recent

RDO-Optimisation work in HEVC.

Chapter 3 This chapter presents the preliminary work described in the �rst

research stage, exploring rate-distortion cost functions and pixel dec-

imation in HEVC. We conduct tests and comparisons of our method

with the reference implementation. This work was presented in IS&T

Int'l. Symposium on Electronic Imaging: Visual Information Pro-

cessing and Communication VII and is published in the proceedings

(Hamza, A. Abdelazim, and Ait-boudaoud, 2016).

Chapter 4 Single-Sequence learning for RDO control as a frame-level gran-

ularity problem. This unit comprises many of the main contributions of
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the thesis, including devising means for training Reinforcement policies

and handling uncertainty in agent behaviour. Also, we present here the

early experiments on semantic segmentation and the limitations of se-

mantic labelling approaches as elements of visual input to the learning

agents. Published in Image Processing, Algorithms and Systems XVII,

Electronic Imaging (2019), Society of Imaging Science and Technology.

Chapter 5 The work in Chapter 4 is extended to the multiple sequence

scenario, for a more realistic pre-training of an encoder that depends

on knowledge transfer and avoids problems of over-�tting on an input

source domain, which improves performance and stability of learning

to act. We introduce the notion of a block-based Lagrangian modi-

�er control, adaptive to each Coding Unit in a frame. This work yields

improvements on the previous results, outperforms compression perfor-

mance of content-based adaptive methods in the Lambda domain and

in QP selection, and leads to surprising conclusions on the choice of

reinforcement algorithm. Policy gradient adaptations and value-based

Deep Q-learning adaptations are compared. Published in SPIE Elec-

tronic Imaging (2021) (Hamza, M. Abdelazim, et al., 2021)
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Background

2.1.1 Hybrid Video Coding and HEVC

The High E�ciency Video Coding standard codec, also known as H265/x265,

is among the latest standardized iterations of video processing codecs de-

signed to provide a wide range of video encoding applications for transmis-

sion, broadcast, streaming, and other applications in a wide array of �delties

and color formats. This thesis is concerned with elements of optimization on

the encoder side, and in particular the Rate-Distortion Optimization mecha-

nisms of HEVC. We will describe here relevant syntax elements, procedures,

and brief description of the parts of the system we are attempting to opti-

mize the control of in real time. A general overview of the HEVC standard

is found in (Sullivan et al., 2012).

Generally speaking, the encoder aims to compress and represent the video

signal in some decode-able syntax comprised by the several stages of the en-

coding process (see �gure below): pre-encode �ltering, rate-distortion opti-

mization (and it's many internal sub-functions), transform coding and quan-

tization (again comprised of complex systems), and �nally entropy coding

for the last stage of data compression.
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Figure 2.1: Overview of processes in the standard HM encoder of H.265.

Each step is designed with the downstream steps in mind � the entire

process is in fact cascading in e�ect, both in terms of encoder steps and image

regions. For modern codecs in the line of H.263, H.264/AVC, H.265/HEVC

and more recently H.266/VVC, the frames of video content are encoded in

some referential order dictated by the pro�le chosen by the encoder for the

application. Screen image is divided into regions (slices and optionally tiles,

see Fig.2.3 ). Those are in turn divided into square blocks called Coding Tree

Units (CTU) which are the basic syntax hierarchy elements for the Coding

(CU), Prediction (PU) and Transform Units (TU) contained within.

A high dimensional degrees of freedom is a�orded by this system, par-

ticularly the large number of signaling and division modes in HEVC � see

Figure 2.2 for capabilities of block division alone � and this rich �exibility in

signaling is the source of both the data compression power (the coding e�-

ciency) and, inevitably, the computational complexity of the Video Encoding

system in H.265.

Adding to this complexity and variability at the rate-distortion stage,

is the modular capability of H.265 syntax to combine both spatial (intra)

and temporal (inter) modes of referencing in Bi-predictive frames as merged
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Figure 2.2: Partition Modes for prediction blocks in HEVC

Figure 2.3: Examples of slice boundaries and slice segments in HEVC

candidates, which are then selected from signaled from two lists, according

to some Motion Estimation scheme of redundancy elimination. Redundancy

is reduced by signaling indices or directions of references, and di�erentials

(residuals) between current and referenced, according to the selections at

the Rate-Distortion Optimization level. We will explore this further when

designing our agent controller/learner systems below.

This capability of block merging, with the introduction of Merge Mode,

is a novel addition to video coding in HEVC making the system more dif-

�cult to model, again due to the combinatorial explosion from the number
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of possibilities the rate-distortion scheme has to choose from. And because

every CU is dependent upon a decoded version of some set of reference blocks

(within it's range of possibilities of prior encoded CUs), it is also dependent

upon the decisions made when encoding these CUs it is to have as spatial

or temporal references � that is, decisions made elsewhere in the frame or in

a completely di�erent picture in Group of Pictures. This is a far reaching,

cascade e�ect. It includes the downstream results of any change to the rate-

distortion scheme, and the subsequent e�ect on Transform coding, the �nal

result on the entropy coding. These �e�ects� are measured in Distortion D

(using some objective or subjective measure) and Bit-cost R (measured in

encoded bits).

A complete treatment of block merging addition in HEVC is found in

(Helle et al., 2012). An overview of motion estimation process and associated

procedures of encoding Motion Vectors are found in (Sullivan et al., 2012)

and (Lin et al., 2013).

Due to these inter-related complexities, and the fact that no two video

sequences are exactly the same, it is impossible to arrive at an analytically

solid optimal minimum for any one part of the operation, let alone the whole.

Research in RDO typically focuses on the Rate Control scenario, where RDO

requires a target bit-rate on which to base motion estimation and transform

decisions.

The more general problem addressed by the encoder is to compress the

data at some given Quantization level, parameterized by QP. The original

forumlations of the RDO problem in the H.263 standards and earlier, es-

tablished some heuristics in this RDO problem(Wiegand, Lightstone, et al.,

1996; Wiegand and Girod, 2001). They were re-worked in more modern

encoders as intricate additions to the familiar Lagrangian optimization prob-

lem: adjust signaled parameters to reduce the decoded Distortion cost to the

minimum, while constrained by rate R (Alternatively, choose signal parame-

ters and residuals to compress R to a minimum, while constrained by a rising
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Distortion D).

J = D + λR (2.1)

where λ here is the Lagrangian modi�er from Operations Research, and J is

a cost function composite, to be used in various decisions (like CU divisions

and motion vector choices). The choice of λ then impacts every real-time

choice by the RDO modules of the encoder, and hence the coding e�ciency

and quality characteristics of the resulting video stream. It is the subject of

our optimization research for this thesis.

HEVC/x265 improved upon AVC/x264 by almost doubling the coding

e�ciency (halving the bitrate) at a given quality level. This was done with

heuristically-�xed optimization choices in the motion estimation, transform,

and indeed the choice of parameters like RDO λ. They work well on average

� but can this static choice be improved? The e�ects on data savings can be

signi�cant, both to encoders and general telecomm infrastructure. In fact,

they fuel much of the research in the coding standards. Our goal here is to

take this further by considering agents that act in real-time, without hand

engineered features, from raw pixel data of the source to be encoded.

2.1.2 Reinforcement Learning Algorithms Primer

This section gives a brief overview of basic Reinforcement Learning (RL)

concepts and methods in use. A more in-depth overview of `deep' RL and

pattern classi�cation with modern results is found in (Arulkumaran et al.,

2017).

Reinforcement algorithms are naturally attuned to controls problems such

as that tackled by this work: the basic paradigm it provides us with an

agent that dynamically learns to update its own parameters, taking some

representation state of the system as input (sometimes written as s, x, or

x = ϕ(s) for some squashing function ϕ of signal input s. The agent produces

a prediction, or set of predictions, of how best to act, i.e., control a mechanism

producing e�ect in the environment. Based on this action, the system state

changes. The agent then uses the ability to observe or measure the resulting
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e�ect from that action, and updates itself through its functional parameters

to better act in the future.

This intelligent behaviour � learning to optimize parameters producing

the agent actions � is at the heart of any RL system. It is also why it

naturally lends itself to problems such as ours, where no pre-de�ned ground

truth for a supervised learning is available, and the `expert' demonstrations

of the system are in fact the �xed methods we seek to improve upon by some

manner of experience in the environment (such as a simulation�an actual

encoding in our case).

All reinforcement algorithms (such as classic REINFORCE) seek to opti-

mize the policy π(a, ϕ(s)) which produces the learnt actions. The mechanism

for update, the formula of parameter calculation as the cycle of Fig. 2.4 re-

peats, is what di�erentiates each approach algorithmic-ally.

The representation of the prediction functions in use also sets innova-

tions apart within the same algorithm, such as Q-functions Q∗ in actor-critic

methods, and the direct policy π in policy gradient methods. I.e., one can

use Q-learning updates with Q being a simple table-lookup-based dynamic

programming implementation, a linear function, or an almost identical al-

gorithm with Q being a non-linear, deep-layered multi-perceptron model, in

Neural Net form. These representations and the details of their updates have

large impact on the learning power and control capability of the agent.

Policy Gradients

The Policy Gradient set of algorithms have several equivalent or similar forms

di�ering in the update mechanism of said gradient ∇θJ(θ).

∇θJ



= Eπ[∇θlogπθ(A|S)Gt] REINFORCE

= Eπ[∇θlogπθ(A|S)qπ(S,A)] Q Actor-Critic

= Eπ[∇θlogπθ(A|S)Aπ(S,A)] AC2 (Advantage AC)

= Eπ[∇θlogπθ(A|S)δt] TD Actor-Critic

(2.2)
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ENVIRONMENT

AGENT

decisionObservation/Reward

update

Figure 2.4: General Reinforcement Learning Concepts. Here, the ENVI-

RONMENT is a complex information processing system interacting in iter-

ations over some time scale, and presenting itself as time-dependent states s,

from which some representation ϕ(s) can be formulated. All three arrow-line

procedures (reward assignment, action, and update) form important design

pieces of any Agent imparting actions At on the ENVIRONMENT.

All the methods above, from the vanilla policy gradient in REINFORCE

to the more advanced formulations of NN-based A2C and `Deep' NN-based

Q-learning, have had their successes over the years on particular problems.

They represent a gradient ascent method which will have variable perfor-

mance depending on the application, the input formulation s = ϕ(x), and

intricacies of the update. What or converges for one domain, or even one

setting within the same domain, doesn't necessarily work at all for others.

We initially considered these RL systems due to the fact that their overall

setup is somewhat similar to our problem: a complex (large dimensional)

input, a non-linear relationship in Q or π, and a single dimensional control

that can be real-valued or discrete. In fact, many of these have been used

with multi-dimensional motor control in physical control settings as in the
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physics simulator (Todorov, Erez, and Tassa, 2012).

In the early 90s, a TD learning system using only a simple, 2-layer neu-

ral network for function representation, was able to solve the Backgammon

game-play problem using only game rules and some simulations. This Time

Di�erence algorithm application was TD-Gammon(Tesauro, 1995), and due

to the somewhat constrained input vector dimensionality, achieved remark-

able results at the time, beating experienced players. The development af-

fected the state of the game down the line. Only some form of sampling from

this Time Di�erence error, discounted by γ, was used to guide the weight

update of neural net parameters, without a log policy gradient, but instead

a simple one:

∆wt = α(Rt+1 −Rt)
t∑

k=1

γk∇πθ(s) (2.3)

In the above formula we used γ for discount factor, per modern form, to

avoid confusion with discount factor λ in the original nomenclature (and our

RDO λSSE and λSAD).

Note this is essentially what we are aiming for: learning within a basic

framework with very little domain-speci�c knowledge, using experience from

realistic simulation, not ground truth demonstration.1

Time Di�erence and Deep Q Learning formulations are discussed more

fully in the relevant chapters of the thesis.

Nomenclature

Symbols from Digital Signal Processing in Video can at times overlap with

machine learning conventions, so we present the following table as a summary

of our notation conventions for this thesis.

Surveys of deep-layered machine learning milestones in recent times can

be found in (Arulkumaran et al., 2017). An overview of Reinforcement Learn-

1The reader should bear in mind that this is not absolute: teacher-student demonstra-

tions have been used in modern years to kickstart convergence of RL policies, then explore

there onwards.
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Algorithm 1 REINFORCE

1: begin θ ← arbitrary initialization

2: for each sampled episode of events {(s1, a1, r1) . . . } ∼ πθ do

3: for each granular time step t=1 to T=-1 do

4: G ← reward aggregation at step t //simple sum, originally

5: ∆θt = α(Gt)∇ log πθ(At) //compute update

6: θ ← θt +∆θ //perform update on policy parameters

7: end for

8: end for

ing algorithms can be found in (Szepesvári, 2009) and the most recent edition

of the de�nitive guide to RL by Barto and Sutton (Richard S. Sutton and

Andrew G. Barto, 2018). The original TD algorithms, and their success at

solving di�cult sequential-control problems by learning without a dataset,

is given by the seminal paper in (A. G. Barto, R. S. Sutton, and Watkins,

1989).

Many recent works have achieved super-human benchmark capabilities in

video game control, driving vehicles and controlling robot motor torques in

various complex tasks like swimming (O'Donoghue et al., 2017; Mnih, 2015;

Lillicrap et al., 2016; Levine et al., 2016; LearnDataSci, 2018) and (Gu et al.,

2016).

For strategic-thinking agents playing games at a far higher di�culty

level (like Chess and Go), Google Deepmind has successfully harnessed the

power of RL in AlphaZero(Silver et al., 2018). More recently, this was ex-

tended via a di�erent system in playing (from pixels) the strategy video game

Starcraft�one of the most exciting feats of arti�cial intelligence in a multi-

agent game where no automated system had come close to expert human

performance(Vinyals et al., 2019).
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Symbols Meaning

s ∈ S States

a ∈ A actions

r ∈ R reward

δt Time Di�erence (TD) actor-critic update at timestep t

Gt Discounted aggregate future reward/return

πθ / π(s) a parametrized, action-producing policy function

Qπ(s, a) Q-function: reward predictor of action a in state s when following a policy π

Q(s, a) Q-function: model free reward predictor of action a in state s

πθ a parameterized, action-producing policy

St, At, Rt States, Actions and Rewards drawn from one trajectory τ of policy π

Table 2.1: Nomenclature

2.2 Machine Learning Optimizations in HEVC

Machine Learning has been utilized in video coding optimization mainly for

the purpose of computational complexity reduction (time savings, mechanism

approximation, power-savings in hardware implementation, etc). The over-

head of combinatorial explosion from the greater level of �exibility versus ear-

lier encoding models, is signi�cant, so many successful works in optimizing-

by-approximation were applied to the standard reference, some of them later

included into the HM tooling. We survey here some of this interesting work,

particularly focusing on the non-heuristic adaptations�the trained models

that aim to bypass or replace some computationally expensive portion of the

parameter derivation process of HEVC modules.

A good overview of the HEVC modules from a computational complexity

viewpoint is given in (Bossen et al., 2012), where the di�erent segments of the

encoder were measured in terms of time cost. A comparison with AVC can

be found in (Vanne et al., 2012), speci�cally in rate-distortion-complexity.

The overall increase in complexity can be summarized as stemming mostly
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from the new areas of granularity and combinatorial �exibility in the sys-

tem, which are to be found (for every encoded CTU) in the inter-coding Mo-

tion Estimation/Prediction, the exhaustive searches of intra and inter-coding

mode decisions (quad-tree splitting), and other areas of the rate-distortion

optimization module.

Several research groups have focused on intra (same picture/spatial re-

dundancy) prediction, rather than inter (temporal). (Cui et al., 2017), (Hens-

man, 2018), and (Laude and Ostermann, 2016) are good examples, with

di�erent mechanisms targeting speci�cally intra mode decisions. Fully con-

nected (non-convolutional) networks were used in (J. Li et al., 2018). Because

deep machine learning applications of computer vision are usually in the form

of input image to abstract features to classification, applications

where the classi�er task is focused on a single image are more common. Even

papers involving bi-prediction simpli�cation(see Mao et al., 2019), made use

primarily of spatial information to inform the classi�er.

(J. Li et al., 2018) actually stands apart from other works mentioned

above in that bitrate savings were targeted in the intra prediction in an end-

to-end system, using multiple reference lines for each CU; this completely

di�ers from the standard signaling. A resulting 3.5% avg savings was reported

over the standard, with a higher 4.5% for 4K sequences.

Some unique work in error-resilient HEVC coding can be found in (T.

Wang et al., 2021), and an approach for neural network based inter-coding

was presented in (Y. Wang et al., 2018).

Another signi�cant e�ort is found in (M. Xu et al., 2018), which targeted

CU-splitting in the RDO process, training convolutional and recurrent long-

short-term-memory networks (CNN and LSTM) combined in the task, for

accurate predictions that circumvent the brute-force searches of the reference.

The system training required a dataset of `ideal' mode decisions, so a full

database of encoding results and images was constructed to be used in the

training. Their early-terminated CNN was trained to produce a hierarchical

partition map, to represent the encoder decisions. This work is notable also
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in the usage of the LSTM recurrent nets on temporal data, for inter decisions

� a separate and di�cult task combined with the CU structure mapping.

A good overview of recent results from the Machine Learning domain that

have been applied in HEVC, both within standard as well as non-conforming

(e.g., end-to-end systems), is given in (Nguyen Canh, Motong Xu, and Jeon,

2018). The paper itself is an example of using ML for complexity reduction

downstream of RDO, by applying deep learning approaches to the quantiza-

tion module as a rate-distortion optimized process, e�ectively estimating the

HEVC RDOQ quantization level choices from scalar quantization.

2.3 Recent Works in Adaptive RDO

Despite the fairly simple, general statement of λ in theory of Rate-Distortion

optimization as the slope of the R-D curve, the problem of accurately deter-

mining an optimal Lambda for a picture-area tuning of the rate characteris-

tics remains elusive. As realized more recently in (F. Zhang and D. R. Bull,

2019), the original formulations of RDO have not changed very much as stan-

dards evolved, despite most areas of the encoder receiving hefty upgrades to

their architecture in every stage of the encoder process.

In fact, it is usually the case for the derived Lagrangian component to be

ignored in optimization, in favor of the more direct Quantization Parameter

QP, e.g., (A. Zhang and D. Bull, 2017) � which is more straightforward in

its e�ects, because of direct relationship with the quantization procedure

downstream.

The initial, linear formulation of λ in the H.263 era:

λMODE = 0.85×QP 2

was super-ceded by another formulation in the HM manual of the standard

HEVC implementation:

λMODE = α ·Wk · 2(QP−12)/3.0
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where scaling factors W are set heuristically in accordance to the cascading

(increasing) QP values in a group of pictures (GOP). QP o�sets for di�erent

encoding orders of a GOP have been found to be an improvement on a �xed

QP � full reasoning for the QP cascade can be found fully in (Gong et al.,

2017).

Recently, this choice of lambda was addressed by several works in the

�eld of Lambda-domain optimization. We particularly note experiments in

(Bo Li et al., 2018; L. Li et al., 2018; Bin Li et al., 2014). These works focus

on rate-control applications, laying groundwork for content (source pixel)

related tuning in the lambda-domain, but keeping in mind encoder parameter

tuning in real-time for the purpose of rate control (therefore aiming at signal

improvement across the rate spectrum, for both subjective and objective

distortion measures).

In this thesis we show that it is possible to tune the resulting relationship

laid out in (Bin Li et al., 2014) for rate control:

λ = αbppβ

without a hand-engineering set of heuristics calculated on the source signal,

in the general mode of operation. The α and β are derived in terms of

variance on the source CTU.

In the above characterization, the bit-per-pixel (rate) varied by CTU,

and the parameters were in the (rate control) context of estimating a λ value

from a target rate R, and its estimated Bit-per-pixel.

The second, important relationship established in (Bin Li et al., 2014)

and (L. Li et al., 2018) also characterized, separately, a QP relation with

lambda as:

QP = c1 × ln(λ) + c2

which for rate control, allows the QP to be guided by the (estimated) lambda.

This approach of determining the QP is in line with rate-control schemes,

not the general characterization in the standard, but remains important be-
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cause of the fact that lambda-tuning was shown to be possible using heuristic

operations on the source signal.

The closest relevant work in the general (non rate-limited) case addressing

the open problem of lambda-adaptation and optimization is found in a more

recent set of experiments given by (F. Zhang and D. R. Bull, 2019). Notable

work was done here addressing three questions: optimality, independence

from source signal, and predictability (how feasible is a prediction of an

improved lambda parameter, if source signal matters). For the formulation to

be optimal, Zhang and BUll posited that encodings in I, P and B frames need

to be analyzed, keeping in mind the current derivation of other parameters

in HEVC, and the fact that QP is not static across a Group of Pictures.

The research above is particularly of interest because of the direct treat-

ment of Lambda in several video types (dynamic scenery, static, mixed),

and the realization that �xed-QP scenarios (which are not re�ective of the

current standard, or reference implementation (Rosewarne, Bross, Naccari,

et al., 2016)) do in fact a�ect the outcome of experiments with adaptive

Lagrangian modi�er in the cost functions.

They present a successful method operating on the assumptions that

�within a few temporally localized frames, providing there are no signi�-

cant content changes, the RD characteristics are approximately uniform� �

which allows for a per-frame, statistically based λ-modi�cation based on dis-

tortion characteristics of B and P frames from temporally-adjacent frames

in the GOP. A �tted, parameterized power function is produced, based on

data collected from multiple GOP experiments on lambda values λtest in the

range 0.2 ≤ λtest/λHM ≤ 5.

The authors note that �xed QP (i.e., o�sets disabled) is applied in all

testing � which is di�erent from the standard. The derived relationships for

adapting lambda are also heuristically limited and scene-speci�c. That is,

they produced a scene-switch detection mechanism that resets the statistics

that the `optimal' lambda is derived from. The heuristic limitations addi-

tionally limited changes to lambda when two consecutive frames had highly
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divergent values, limiting the change to 5%.

In (A. Zhang and D. Bull, 2017), as well as (F. Zhang and D. R. Bull,

2019), the positive experimental results on B frames, on multiple video sets

including some from outside the standard HEVC test set, motivate further

work. In particular, these frame-based modi�cations of the Lagrangian are

still not source-signal dependent in terms of pixel values of the current im-

age, but rather distortion characteristics of (temporally) nearby data. The

positive results on (especially) B frames, giving bitrate savings in the 3%-4%

range overall (far more limited results when QP o�sets are allowed) without

excessive PSNR penalty, motivate further work on producing a more opti-

mal λ derivation. For instance, more granular methods than frame-level,

and model-free adaptations that are more powerful than those drawn from

frame-level statistics.

We are especially interested in a lambda-derviation scheme that is based

on the current source signal itself, rather than assumptions of uniformity or

distortion measures for entire frames, especially in the coding-block level of

granularity.
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Chapter 3

Pixel Decimation Speed

Optimizations in Rate-Distortion

Cost Functions

3.1 Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview of Rate-Distortion cost

functions and RDO, by presenting our exploration in time-savings optimiza-

tions within HM implementation modules.

The motivating factor for a large number of extensions in HEVC optimiza-

tion is to o�set the large combinatorial increase in computational complexity,

as compared to earlier standards it is based on. With every iteration of ITU-

T video codecs, the improvements to the Rate-Distortion characteristics of

the coder are made possible, in part, by a larger block size for the Coding

Units coupled with greater �exibility in signaling for both inter and intra cod-

ing. This necessitates a recursively more complex set of procedures in the

prediction work on the encoder side, with huge penalty on computational

complexity (number of operations executed as a function of frame size).

We study here the e�ect of sub-sampling in the block-matching functions

of RDO. These functions are at the heart of the distortion estimation func-
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tions used for most decisions: the the Sum of Absolute Di�erences (SAD)

and the Square Sum of Errors (SSE) used to compare two pixel blocks such

as those comprising a Coding Unit in HEVC. There are other functions� a

Hadamard Transformed version (SATD)� but we concern our investigation

with the heaviest computational loads. This a�ords a glimpse into the rate-

distortion characteristics of the encoder and it's implementation code base,

HM14. We modify the HM reference code to include our implementations of

various forms of subsampling, and con�gure the encoder to disable the Fast

Encoder extension for row-skipping in RD, that is implemented for similar

purpose.

3.2 RDO Cost Function Optimization

We are interested in the decision-making parameter derivation processes that

consume most of the compute time for an encoder, comprising a large part of

the complexity increase in both encoding modes for this standard. A frame

can be coded in either intra or inter modes of prediction. Inter-mode coding

uses spatial and temporal redundancy of information, i.e., using data from

previous frames, and incorporating several modes of operation (merge, skip,

etc.,). Intra mode is usually reserved for the initial frame in a Group of

Pictures (GOP), using �xed, prede�ned planar/angular modes in the same

frame, as candidate references for a CU encoding.

Inter mode achieves its high rate of compression, while maintaining ob-

jective quality, by utilization of spatial and temporal redundancy and an

elaborate block-based, quarter-PEL granular motion estimation process. For

the reference implementation HM software(Rosewarne, Bross, Naccari, et

al., 2016), almost all of the above is customizable by con�guration, including

depth level of the coding trees, search spaces, optimizations and other tools.

In either mode, the best possible candidate(s) determine the CU mode

decisions and underlying PU parameters; best being chosen through rate-

distortion-optimization (RDO) with Lagrangian cost functions detailed be-
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low. These come in three �avors, as deemed suitable for each type of decision.

3.2.1 Rate-Distortion Optimization Cost Functions

All cost functions J in use are based on a distortion measure D and a bit-cost

B, associated with each possible case. The HEVC documentation (JCT-VC,

n.d.; JCTVC, 2014), divides the cost functions into three distinct categories:

Jmode = (DSSE,luma + wchoma ∗DSSE,chroma) + λ×Bmode (3.1)

where Jmode is used for �nal candidate selection in intra mode, and mode-

selection decisions for inter mode (incl. skip/merge type decisions). Here

wchoma (weighting factor) and λ are QP based: λ = αWk2
(QP−12)/3, where

α is set to 1.0 or a lesser value pending number of reference pictures, and

with additional adaptive factor Wk for QP o�set level. In prediction-type

decisions the form:

Jpred,SAD = DSAD + λ×Bpred (3.2)

is used at integer-pixel levels of granularity, with an equivalent, Hadamard-

transformed cost in

Jpred,SATD = DSATD + λ×Bpred (3.3)

used for merge-candidate selection and sub-pixel level motion estimation de-

cisions in inter mode, and for rough candidate selection among the 34 angular

and planar possibilities in intra mode. Now we examine the distortion func-

tions DSSE and DSAD which we target in this chapter.

They are, respectively:

DSSE =
∑
i

∑
j

Di�i,j(C,O)2 (3.4)

and the similar, but more computationally economical:

DSAD =
∑
i

∑
j

|Di�i,j(C,O)| (3.5)
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for an original block O being matched against a candidate block C, through

all rows i and columns j of said blocks. The sum of squared errors (part

of, hence correlated to, the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio measure) impacts

all modes of operation as noted above, whereas DSAD a�ects inter (but not

intra) coding.

3.3 Pixel Decimation

The elaborate process of arriving at best candidates for the entire Residual

Quad Tree structure of a CTU contains many degrees of freedom in mode

and candidate selection, particularly with the motion estimation process in

inter mode, leading to a combinatorial increase in the number of evaluations

through block-matching cost functions (as compared to less sophisticated al-

gorithms of prior standards since H.261 up to H.264/AVC). Reducing the cal-

culations performed within the cost functions therefore positively a�ects the

computational complexity of the encoder. Where subsampling is involved,

this comes at the expense of optimal decision making. We investigate here

the extent of this expense in coding e�ciency and objective quality against

time saving gains for the encoder.

3.3.1 Existing Limitations on Complexity

Some limitations on complexity are con�gurable and in e�ect, by default,

for the inter mode motion estimation. A search range (typically 64 PEL)

around an originating block is enforced rather than allowing a full search in

the space of the frame. Also, the full-search mechanism is replaced by a Test

Zone Search (TZSearch) algorithm (Kibeya et al., 2014) building on search

optimizations like Three Step Search and diamond/square patterns. This

reduces the number of block-matching operations and candidates for best

motion vector, but not the number of operations per block match. FEN also

limits the re�nement iterations in the TZSearch operation.

Early work by Liu and Zacarrin (Liu and Zaccarin, 1993) introduced
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several subsampling methods including pixel decimation, prior to the current

set of video coding standards. We base our work on these methods and

investigate improved pattern variations, both in tandem and without Fast

Encoding optimizations in HEVC.

3.3.2 Proposed Schemes

4x4 block

8x8 block

SKIPPED
PIXELS

Figure 3.1: Pixel Decimation in 8×8 block and equivalent non-decimated

4×4 blocks.

Figure 3.1 shows the basic checkerboard pattern without FEN, yielding a

2-to-1 sub-sampling ratio. Applying this to individual 4×4 blocks comprises

a large information loss for PUs at that size, so we restrict the decimation to

everything but the �nest level of granularity in block sizes, i.e., widths 8 and

up (FEN actually restricts further to blocks of width greater than 8 pixels).

Since decimation reduces the number of comparisons by an order of 2,

then to compare the distortion cost of the decimated pattern (call this D′
SAD)

to a normal DSAD for an equivalent block size we multiply the decimated

cost by the same sub-sampling factor to obtain a fair estimate of the non-

decimated cost. Thus in general:
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DSAD = k ×D′
SAD (3.6)

where in this example k is 2. FEN accordingly corrects its cost estimate,

in the reference code. For our patterns designed on top of the FEN scheme

(see 3.2) we modify the estimate to account for the increased sub-sampling

factor, 4-to-1.

8x8 block

SKIPPED
PIXELS

8x8 block

Fast 
Encoding 
(FEN)

Figure 3.2: Example of sub-sampling (bottom) and two further pixel deci-

mation patterns with FEN sub-sampling.

Figure 3.2 compares the row-skipping sub-sampling scheme in FEN with

two alternate patterns. Top right is more closely aligned to the work in

(Liu and Zaccarin, 1993), which is a simpler scheme (no shifting of skipped
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8x8 block

16x16 block

(a)

8x8 block

16x16 block

(b)

Figure 3.3: Comparison of less aggressive sub-sampling combined with FEN

(left), and our chosen Pixel Decimation (PD) scheme (right)

pixel indices), but leaves entire columns as well as rows unaddressed by the

cost calculation. The information loss is o�set somewhat in the interleaving

pattern top left.

3.4 Results

We present �rst the set of conclusive encoding results in Table A. For this

set, our pixel decimation modi�cations to both SSE and SAD distortion

calculations are applied, with FEN active, compared to the default optimized

case (FEN only). Results are encouraging with time savings averaging 20-

25%, bitrate penalties mostly limited to the 3% level, and acceptable PSNR

drop. Note this is in addition to the complexity reduction (and associated

a�ects) achieved with the FEN optimization itself. We are, ultimately, testing

the applicability of the PD method on top of current tools. And since SSE

decimation is included, intra frames are a�ected, through the cost function

Jmode.

Next, Table B provides insight into the e�ects of decimating DSAD alone,

with FEN set to 0. We note the heavy contrast between BD-rate penalties
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B-Slices (Inter) I-Slices (Intra)

Sequence BD Y-PSNR BD-Rate BD Y-PSNR BD-Rate ATS

(db) (%) (db) (%) (%)

PeopleOnStreet 0.92 3.2 0.14 3.12 24.9

Kimono1 0.04 1.5 0.04 4.21 22.3

Tennis 0.09 1.2 0.07 1.18 18.6

BasketballDrill 0.13 2.1 0.11 2.36 25.4

KristenAndSara 0.05 3.5 0.09 1.24 23.1

FourPeople 0.14 5.8 0.21 2.22 26.8

BQMall 0.56 3.6 0.07 2.57 19.1

Table 3.1: Results A: Intra and Inter mode SSE & SAD Pixel Decimation

e�ects with FEN sub-sampling enabled.

here and in Table 1 � changing DSAD does not a�ect the Jmode cost func-

tion, thereby the manipulation of DSAD alone, and without the row-skipping

functionality of FEN, has comparatively miniscule impact on the birate and

quality. The importance and centrality of DSSE-based mode decisions here

is highlighted.

Preliminary testing with SAD decimation in a FEN-disabled encoder re-

veals average time gains in the 12-15% range, implying that the overall com-

bined improvement of using the interleaving pixel decimation patterns pre-

sented with the default FEN optimization enabled, is close to 40% of the

total encoding time.

We note that neither video resolution nor frame rate were directly cor-

related with penalties in quality, or with the time complexity improvement.

The content of the video streams however, did play a role in determining

which sequences bene�ted the most, although changing scenes in di�erent

parts of some sequences did not leave clear indication of this in sequences

with highly varied scenery. Relatively static sequences (like FourPeople_-

1280x720_60) and single-scenery type sequences with movement (Basket-
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BD-Y-PSNR (db) BD-Rate (%) ATS (%)

Sequence

PeopleOnStreet 0.01 0.25 16.2

Kimono1 0.01 <0.01 13.3

Tennis 0.02 0.05 15.1

BasketballDrill 0.04 0.3 16.7

KristenAndSara 0.02 < 0.01 11.2

FourPeople 0.02 0.43 17.5

BQMall 0.03 0.41 13.6

Table 3.2: Results B: Inter mode SAD Pixel Decimation

ballDrill_832x480_50) showed strong time saving gains. We also note that

results extended to 2K-resolution video: PeopleOnStreet approaching 25%

encoding time reduction in the combined scheme.

Standard JCT-VT recommended test procedures are followed in all the

above; test sets conducted at QP ∈ {22, 27, 32, 37} for the calculation of BD-

bitrate and BD-PSNR values from the corresponding PSNR/bitrate curves.

3.5 Summary

This work provided an empirically successful optimization of the computa-

tional operations in the distortion estimation part of HEVC RDO.

The results presented show the applicability of pixel decimation schemes

to SAD and SSE cost functions in the HEVC encoding: parameter deriva-

tion/decision processes in motion estimation and mode decision. Overall

PSNR and bit-rates are minimally a�ected by the changes to the HM Test

Model, with a 4-to-1 subsampling achieved at all block sizes 8×8 and above,

when used combined with the FEN scheme of row skipping. Further inves-

tigation in large block sizes of width 32 and 64 may provide insight in the
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possibility of additional, size-dependent subsampling in the cost functions

concerned. The SATD, widely used in both modes of encoding, may also

provide signi�cant room for improvement if appropriate methods are found,

particularly for blocks in larger sizes.
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Chapter 4

Single-sequence RDO Control

with Source Modeling

4.1 Introduction

Several elements in design allow the x265/HEVC (High E�ciency Video

Coder) to produce the large coding e�ciency gain (signal data compression)

over the prior x264 video codec. As a hybrid video encoding system, a mix-

ture of modes are adapted as needed, and in this standards iteration (x265)

with greater granularity/�exibility in decisions than previous standards in

both intra and inter modes.

Intra mode coding, for encoding based on spatial information redundancy

in the same frame, has more directional modes than prior codecs. Simi-

larly inter-coding (temporal multi-picture referencing) has a multitude of

new tools, division/shape possibilities for the coding blocks, and additional

tools including a weighted merge-mode mechanism that can be seen as a

generalization of traditional SKIP mode in video coding (merge-mode as a

concept is fully described in an early extension work (Helle et al., 2012)).

To improve in sequences of large picture size (Full-HD, Ultra-HD 4k video

and beyond), a larger basic block size is used in HEVC. This is the CTU,

or Coding Tree Unit, that contains multiple shapes/sizes of prediction units
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(PU) and related transform units (TU) that depend on the information in

the coding units and prediction information.

A greater �exibility is employed, with a multitude of new division Modes

in the comprised CUs (Coding Units) and the associated, but independently

sized, Prediction and Transform Units (PU and TU) for the Coding Units.

Changes to the encoding decision process ultimately a�ect the referenc-

ing candidate choices, residual information to be encoded, and the chosen

mode/depth for encoding each CU, before the slices of CTU are trans-

formed(Nguyen et al., 2013), quantized and coded per the standard (see Sul-

livan et al., 2012). These downstream processes produce the �nal compressed

video characteristics � so the rate-distortion management has to take them

into consideration in decisions made before Transform Coding and quantiza-

tion steps.

For instance, if Transform Coding utilizes Hadamard transforms, then

the estimate of distortion used in cost functions prior, may sometimes need

Hadamard transformed di�erences to inform that earlier step (as opposed to

simpler sum-of-di�erences costs).

The elaborate Lagrangian-weighted cost functions in HEVC are more

sophisticated than earlier versions, with a �ner-grained control of the RDO

Lagrangian λ that is not solely based on Quantization Parameter (QP) value

� the original approach in (Wiegand and Girod, 2001). Even though that

original approach was theoretically informed and experimentally tested, the

change in con�guration settings for picture encoding and reference order, as

well as a change in understanding of QP-bitrate relationships, warranted the

modeling of λMODE and λMOTION .

In this work we introduce a frame-level approach of dynamic RDO opti-

mization for bit-rate savings, in single video sequences, using control agents

that learn at the CTU-level. We produce a model-free, Policy Gradient al-

gorithm adaptation for our control agent, with di�erent time windows of

action-update cycles based on experience; an `Expanding Horizon' method.

We augment our approach for dynamically controlling the heuristic el-
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Figure 4.1: An example of CTU mode decision (block splitting) �exibility in

the current HEVC/x265 scheme.

ements of RD-cost functions in the Lagrangian formulation used by HEVC

standard, utilizing deep neural architectures for function estimation in the RL

scheme. This chapter also explores novel architecture components and meth-

ods of handling uncertainty and instability in the (typically) high-variance

agents. The goal is to use source pixel data to further optimize the weighted

cost functions for improved compression e�ciency in all encoding modes and

frame referencing levels.

4.2 Rate-Distortion Optimization in HEVC

The aim of Rate-Distortion Optimization is to target the best possible bitrate

at a given level of quantization (hence distortion, or inversely, quality) of a

picture in a video sequence. Given the typically inverse relation between

the quantity of information required to represent a picture frame in lossy

compressed format, and the distortion between the decoded version of that

format and the original, one job of the encoding scheme (and the encoder's

decision making procedures) is to determine the optimal referential structures

and picture divisions that are appropriate to a given Quantization level.

A codec that can deliver better picture characteristics (lower distortion) at

the same bitrate cost is superior. It allows a lesser amount of stored or trans-
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ferred data to be required for the production of the same image sequence, at

some satisfactory level of picture quality (controlled largely through quantiza-

tion parameter level: QP). This is the major driving force for the progression

of video standards: re�ned picture, coding �exibility and/or better compres-

sion. Other details such as the resilience of the codec scheme to transmission

failure are outside the scope of RDO and our concerns.

Hybrid video coding (intra and inter-picture) use referential candidate

choices, in both temporal and spatial redundancy modes, to determine the

ultimate mode decisions and overall prediction structure of every independent

coding block in MPEG codecs (x263, x264, x265). Here we focus on the

function particulars of HEVC/x265 in recent versions (Rosewarne, Bross,

Naccari, et al., 2016; JCTVC, 2014), which follow from the technologies

of prior codecs � and interestingly supersede the mathematical derivation

of the `ideal' Lagrangian modi�er value presented originally in (Wiegand,

Lightstone, et al., 1996).

At the heart of the Rate-Distortion Optimization procedures of the en-

coder, cost functions are used to quantitatively determine best candidate

picks, re�nement of motion estimation (inter mode), or other courses of ac-

tion (CU splitting depth or shape). Our focus is on the cost functions JSSE

and JSAD:

JSAD = DSAD(s, c) + λMOTION ·R (4.1)

where DSAD is mean absolute error (distortion), and R is the rate. A similar

DSSE exists for mode decisions, using the sum-of-squared-error functions,

which requires the λSSE version of the Lagrangian to be λMODE = (λSAD)
2.

The minimization of the cost is a goal of the RDO algorithms and can-

didate searches, while taking care of burst/volatile rate behavior, and the

rate-constrained or QP-oriented quantization further downstream. The cur-

rent encoder versions derive a well-performing Lagrangian λMODE, by frame,

using QP and frame-level information from a lookup table (JCT-VC, n.d.).

Prior to this, the λmode and λmotion values were derived from the simple
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relation to quantization, as a negative slope of distortion-rate function (in

the general sense, distortion is seen as decreasing as bitrate rises):

λMODE = −δD

δR
(4.2)

This was approximated in circa-2001 encoders (see (Wiegand, Lightstone,

et al., 1996; Wiegand and Girod, 2001)) through a static, linear relationship

with the Quantization factor QP, also directly linked to distortion and rate

by theoretical means, leading to an estimation of the negative D/R slope

estimated as:

0.85×Q2 (4.3)

This was for a di�erent set of quantization tools than those in use today,

di�erent pro�le and GOP referential schemas, and without further optimiza-

tions to cascading QP deltas added to HEVC as extensions(Gong et al.,

2017).

We note this was also an empirical value estimation from video source

experiments at that time, before the era of Full HD (the videos used were

mostly in the CIF�352*288� and HD1/480p range based on H.261 codec

compliance).

Furthermore, no source-speci�c attempt was made to in�uence the pa-

rameters � the values are set assuming uniform signal on average.

With all these presumptions, it is no surprise the standard approach in

RD-cost relations was modi�ed heavily in HEVC and beyond.

Current encoder adaptive methods (see reference encoder documentation

(Rosewarne, Bross, Naccari, et al., 2016)) use a more �ne grained adaptation.

It is meant to be reference-level speci�c, but still QP-derived and weighted:

λMODE = α ·Wk · 2(QP−12)/3.0 (4.4)

Here the adaptive factors α and Wk are further precision measures of

adaptation, with the assumption that the relation holds for CUs in a frame

overall. The granularity of this setting is thus at the frame level.
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Because of the (separate) assumption that source info is uniform on av-

erage, none of the factors involved are computed from the source image.

Wk in particular is a table-lookup based on referential level of the current

frame. Bearing in mind the delta-QP cascade as the level increases: the

frames further down the GOP hierarchy (dependent on others) have higher

QP o�sets, leading to higher λ values, and ultimately higher weighting on

the Rate component of the Lagrangian in RDO. The intuition is: regardless

of the content, early frames are optimized for distortion over rate, later (de-

pendent) frames are coded with greater emphasis on bit-cost�they lead to

less distortion penalty since they are not referenced by further slices.

We investigate in this work the addition of source information for the

automated control of weighting W by a control agent. This agent improves

on �xed heuristics by learning an optimal weighting of Lambda by trial, er-

ror, reward measurement, and model-free parameter update (Reinforcement

Learning).

4.3 Related Work

Several works in both reinforcement learning (see (Hausknecht and Stone,

2015; Mnih et al., 2014; Deisenroth, Neumann, and Peters, 2013)) and video

coding optimization have arisen in recent years, building on the successes of

basic machine intelligence architecture in the supervised form, particularly

deep convolutional and recurrent (memory-baed) neural nets, in visually-

oriented tasks.

In video coding in particular, and with the goal of approximating parts

of the complex encoder software, some attempts at utilizing the predictive

ability of multi-layer neural nets as supervised classi�cation tasks have been

made.

Some recent work aiming at complexity reduction by intelligent prediction

in the encoder RDO processes has been done in (Nguyen Canh, Motong Xu,

and Jeon, 2018). More intra-mode complexity reduction e�orts can be seen
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in (Hensman, 2018), (Birman et al., 2018) and (J. Li et al., 2018).

In (M. Xu et al., 2018), multiple architectures including Long-Short-

Term-Memory neural nets are utilized within the encoder, again for com-

plexity reduction by learning to predict the CU division mode and structure.

In all of the preceding, the supervised mode of learning (and modeling

based on non-linear function approximation of deep nets) is made possible by

the availability of ground truth labels in the form of HEVC reference coding

itself � that is, the training could assume that prior HEVC reference coder

decisions are available, and cannot be improved upon, hence can be used to

train the model.

Of closer relevance to our work, we note the content-based QP adap-

tations in Intra-type coding(A. Zhang and D. Bull, 2017), which has been

incorporated in HEVC reference tools as additional tooling speci�cally for

intra-mode (spatial redundancy/referencing only). Here, the problem of en-

hancement goes beyond the performance of the reference codec.

QP values are used in multiple processes in any hybrid codec like HEVC

(see Sullivan et al., 2012 and Nguyen et al., 2013). This system is distinct

from our e�ort in that the authors set the quantization level itself as a pa-

rameter to be optimized, as opposed to any decision speci�c parameter like

the Lagrangian lambda of the cost functions, which is fact directed by QP.

Modi�ying quantization levels directly through QP has e�ects on processes

beyond the RDO decision making, as well as downstream e�ects from the

consequential change to parameters within RDO; we are interested in RDO

lambda (which a�ects several cost functions, thereby several encoder deci-

sions) as a separate optimization task.

None of the approaches above feature experiential learning or reinforce-

ment as a base direction for the control of an encoder � the building of data

sets, etc., for supervised learning is designed for an o�ine training environ-

ment, useful in particular in tasks with well-de�ned label targets (ground

truths), and isolated/independent decisions, not in exploring optimal control

beyond a hand-designed benchmark.
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This motivates our goal to evaluate the ability of reinforcement learner

agents in the control of a single decision-making module in the system, in a

sequential decision making scheme.

A general survey of applications (and basics of) reinforcement learning to

the tasks of physical control, game control, and strategy/board game play is

in Sec. 2 of the Literature Review chapter.

4.4 Continuous Control in Frame-level Lambda

Designation

In this section we present our �rst proposed set of contributions, which are

an application of recent developments in policy gradient RL for real-valued

control with exploration, adapted to our setting of numerical predictions of

single dimensional hyper-parameters (RDO Lambda) in real time.

Our procedure is meant for frame-level optimization that aligns with the

per-frame granularity of lambda choice in HEVC. We explore learning from

exploration on a single sequence, for both intra (spatial) and inter (temporal)

modes. The basic method involves exploration during training on an entire

sequence, approximating a decision policy by a non-linear function estimator,

training by a stabilized policy gradient update method, then eliminating

exploration during subsequent encoding on the same sequence. The �nal

decisions are done by estimating frame-level predictions of the trained agent

from CTU-level iterations of the same frame.

This system is speci�c to HEVC/x265, but applicable to other encoding

standards and implementations of the same standard (which all encounter

similar RDO scenarios). The reader should note, still, the particular adapta-

tion on HM reference software. For instance, most modern, deep RL control

schemes involve a form of simulation to provide the experiential environment

needed for the agent and algorithm (like a driving simulator, or a gameplay

environment for video games, or a physics simulator for robotics). In our

unique video encoder setting, the simulations are given by real runs of the
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software to be controlled, rather than a dedicated simulator. This is a�orded

to us by the exploratory pre-encoding runs of the HM software itself during

an encoding. We heavily rely on this for the success of the methods described

below, due to the low sample e�ciency of most general RL methods, and the

high computational complexity of video encoding itself.

We target multiple encoding pro�les � Random Access and Low Delay

� that arrange the encoding order of pictures di�erently for their respective

purpose/context.

4.4.1 Formulation of Policy Gradient

Reinforcement Learning, broadly speaking, involves processes of optimizing

the behavior of an agent/controller in an environment, through interaction

with the environment. This is typically formulated as being time-sequential

state space, consisting of environment states x ∈ X, action space u ∈ U , the

notion of a policy of action πθ : x 7→ u, to be learned, which controls the

agent in an optimal manner through reward-maximizing mechanism..

Unlike supervised learning scenarios, where correct labels are known for

respective state inputs, the process by which a control agent learns in the re-

inforcement setting is based on the indications of cost, which is a quantitative

sum of action rewards (r1, r2, . . .) governed by some system of reward assign-

ment related to the feedback from the environment. This may be episodic or

immediate, and chosen with respect to the algorithm or environment.

Reward can be assigned in a greedy manner (immediate observation per

step), or through multiple experience roll-outs (i.e., a history) culminating

towards some �nal state, of the observe → action → reward, there may be

a γ-discounted reward, or a simple average of per-timestep reward assigned

per the full result of the rollout episode.

A cost function for the policy can be written as:

J(πθ) = Eτ [
∑
i∈S

r(xi, ai)] (4.5)

The above Eq.(4.5) represents the expected sum of rewards, and is to be
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maximized by the training procedure. This can be stated in recursive Q-

learning formulation, in terms of the current reward and all rewards thereafter

with the same policy:

Qπθ(xt, at) =E[r(xt, at)] +

E[max(Q(xnext, anext))]
(4.6)

which is learned by updating network parameters θ through backpropagation

on reward signals. The updates to the policy are a conditioning on the

environment response to the outputs of the network. Here xt refers to the

state representation at time-step t, and likewise at refers to the action taken

by the current policy decisions at that time step, for that input xt. The

reward r for that action at that time-step can be observed from the state of

the system, and set to a simple constant or a more involved measure, where

such evaluation is objectively possible.

Policy Gradient methods (see Arulkumaran et al., 2017; Grondman et

al., 2012) are characterized as actor-only methods, and are simpler in one

aspect due to ability to converge on a real-valued policy through gradient

descent/ascent (but not necessarily back propagation!) so that an optimal

overall cost (or maximal reward is found). The process of arriving at a good

policy is an optimization problem in itself��nding the right update algorithm

and functional representation to arrive at optimal global results from local

variations in parameter.

Recall from Chap. 2 overview of RL, the policy π produces actions a =

πϑ(f(x)) for some input signal x and some squashing/representational func-

tion f (like an estimator or a neural network). A deterministic policy produces

actions with probability 1 for a given input signal. A stochastic policy pro-

duces some probability of action, which can then be sampled from according

to a (usually Gaussian) distribution, so that a trajectory from applications

of the policy is written as

τ = {(x1, a1), (x2, a2), . . . , (xtmax, atmax)} (4.7)
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where x1, x2, . . . are the sequentially observed states when taking actions

a1, a2, . . . according to the agent policy. We sample the reward product of

these, using some appropriate sampling method (it is intractable to obtain

every single trajectory on complex problem spaces).

The rewards Rs,a obtained from sampled trajectories, summed in the

objective function J(ϑ), are used to guide the policy πθ by updating the

parameters of the policy. Note that the episode of the trajectory τ is bound

by the maximum time-step index, which may be the step representing the

last observation state, or sooner if a goal state or invalid state is reached.

∇θ = α∇J(θ) (4.8)

where α is simply a learning rate/step size.

Note that in this formulation (unlike supervised learning) we are attempt-

ing to move upward along a gradient to maximize the reward of the objective

function.1

That gradient of this function is:

∇ϑJ =
∂J

∂π

∂π

∂ϑ
(4.9)

In REINFORCE and derivatives, this policy gradient is ∇πϑ(a, s) and

is analytically estimated using the identity from Williams in 1992(Williams,

1992):

∇θπ(x, a) = πθ(x, a)∇ log πθ(x, a)

There are a variety of methods of updating θ by gradient ascent, depend-

ing on the policy gradient formulation. The basic assumption that return Rt,

which is estimated per time-step update, is an unbiased sample of the long

run future returns Q from that point on � t+ 1, t+ 2, . . . . So we can say

∆θt = α∇ log πθ(xt, at)Rt (4.10)

1Other estimated functions, like the Q-function critic, may be trained by supervision

from target function estimates, so may appear to have a di�erent upgrade despite being

guided by the same reward system
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and the update of agent/policy/actor parameters θ is then

θt+1 = θt + αlearnR∇ logθ πθ(xt) (4.11)

for instantaneous reward R and continuous (Gaussian) or discrete (softmax)

di�erentiable policy π.

That gradient ∇ logθ πθ is, for continuous control (Gaussian) policies

where actions are a = N (µ, σ2), obtained by the following calculation:

∇ logθ πθ =
a− µ(x)ϕ(x)

σ2
(4.12)

The full, basic REINFORCE procedure utilizing the above relations, and

on which modern algorithms are built is in Chapter 2, Background Section

2.1.2.

This relates directly to the methods below, which serve to stabilize the

infamously high-variance policy gradient, and provide better performance

than the raw update.

4.4.2 Single Sequence, Frame-Level Lagrangian Control

The above approach very closely maps to our situation in the control of

video encoding parameters � in the current problem setting, we have no

optimal or known labels to supervise the training, because we cannot view

the reference implementation values for the RDO hyper-parameters as ground

truth labels (the goal is in fact to improve on them). The rewards, on the

other hand, are immediately observable upon encoding of a Coding Tree Unit

� i.e., per block� and also upon trial encoding of a slice/frame (even with

baseline subtractions). These rewards are computed by measuring numerical

improvement in encoding bitrate and distortion of the �nal encoded result,

with a threshold placed on penalties to distortion (objective quality measure).

The problem hides within it several other issues known to Machine Learn-

ing researchers:

Domain Shift The scenery and pictures change - the source content from

which we are basing decisions, and the source distribution of pixel luma
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values. So rather than learning control in one controlled environment

(say one particular game), we have some latent change always occurring

in the system, causing potential variance and convergence issues.

Unobserved Features The referential ordering of the frames, and other

auxiliary data, is not directly part of the policy being learnt, though it

is implicitly included due to augmenting the predicted values with the

standard `expert' prediction.

No `demonstrations' We have no useful expert demonstrations that re-

spond to source input with changes in RDO, at least in the base refer-

ence. Some work in lambda-domain rate control has produced formulas

for estimating lambda from pixel features(L. Li et al., 2018; B. Li et al.,

2014; Yang et al., 2011), but this is not part of general rate-distortion

optimization i.e., is speci�c to the rate-control problem, which we do

not address in this thesis. The only values we have to improve on

are the �xed heuristic tables that are linked solely to frame order and

encoding pro�le.

RL policy algorithms allow us to provide an approximation of the un-

known ideal for each portion of a given sequence, by modeling, exploration

(crucial as a standalone topic), and a means of updating parameters through

measured reward against some baseline � which is exactly where Reinforce-

ment Learning algorithms come in useful. In particular, we are interested in

agents that can posit actions for a given state, in context of prior state-action

decisions, as opposed to individual predictions from input.

The built-in lambda adaptation in HEVC (as of HM14) updates lambda

estimates for RDO by picture frame, utilizing no source information. Based

on this same setup but expanding to further information available from source

picture, we aim for a computationally e�cient, pixel-value-based algorithm

giving real-valued (continuous) function estimates, at the frame-level of con-

trol.
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Figure 4.2: Function Approximator NN for the learning procedure, represent-

ing continuous-action policy function πθ(s) producing a real-valued mean µ,

from which predictions can be derived in a Gaussian distribution a = N (µ, σ)

(a variant of this can be used to train critic function Q, with a stochastic

softmax output layer). The relationships between source signal, current en-

coding level state and action-result are captured by the stacked layers with

full Regularized Linear connections. The input is formed by normalized luma

portion of the raw source pixels from each CU. Exploration is achieved via

stochastic behavior of the output by adding noise to the predicted action.

The main algorithms we are utilizing in this paper are based on Con-

tinuous versions of Q-learning by Gu et al.(Gu et al., 2016), which shares

a neural network architecture and purpose with (Heess et al., 2015), and a

similar continuous control policy gradient method with the DDPG (policy

gradient) work in (Lillicrap et al., 2016). This is in turn based on earlier

work on stable policy gradients for continuous-valued actions in (Silver et

al., 2014).

Our basic approach is as follows for a single video sequence:

Train/Trial The �rst run initializes arbirary networks and Gaussian ran-

dom generator for exploration. The Policy Gradient algorithm is ex-

ecuted for CUs with a single 64×64 CU as input, and real-valued Wk

as output, for pre-encoding trial runs of the same CTU. Reward values

of bit-rate savings are recorded, and a negative reward is assigned for
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crossing a distortion threshold or achieving less bit-cost e�ciency in

the downstream decoded CTU. Network parameter Updates δθπ from

the accumulated gradient occur on a near horizon � 3 to 4 CTUs per

update.

Test/Encode Here we terminate exploration phases of the policy, but still

continue to train while scoring predictions this time by �nal statis-

tics. We switch the reward updates of network parameters for π to

long-range mode (far horizon) � evaluating rollouts on the entire slice

of CTUs, as opposed to the 3-4 in the training phase. The agent is

assumed to be experienced after the pre-encoding passes on the same

sequence, and so is allowed more room to act before the updates occur.

Our contributions are in the adaptation of the algorithms and their exten-

sion via the `expanding horizons' trick described above, as a �rst application

of RL in non-supervised setting for HEVC bitrate optimization.

In addition to novel mechanisms within existing (policy gradient) algo-

rithms, this being RL-speci�c and new to video coding control, the study

has bene�ted in particular from an examination of the real-time exploration

policy of such methods, along with input and output processing systems that

impact their functional suitability to the parameters and environmental con-

straints of this unique problem. Finally, we have conducted on the same

setting: studies of architectural (CNN vs FCN) di�erences in learning speed

and convergence, as well as incorporating the human hand-engineered default

as a means of handling instability � i.e., re�ective agents that act `safely' in

areas of uncertainty, discarding their own choices.

Experiments presented in this chapter are for the single frame level case

(modi�ying the Lagrangian modi�er of RDO per entire frame, as in HEVC).

Our method is a combination of actor-only (policy gradient; continuous

value output) and Q-learning (discrete value prediction for action choice),

yielding desirable properties for an encoder control agent that is to augment

encoder decisions at run-time.
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An exploration policy is added to the function approximation networks as

a sampling from a Gaussian process N (µ, σ2) that can be seeded to provide

stochastic behavior given a single state vector input. This is gradually faded

as the training (trial) progresses, and removed during the second (testing)

run.

Since it is di�cult to arrive at precise, real-valued actions (weights) with

just the critic network, the Q-function is approximated by a neural net that

is also shared by a similarly parameterized actor policy unit. The actor, or

discrete policy gradient, is guided by episodic reward signals to converge on

values for the lambda weighting for coding e�ciency gain.

Other properties include robustness in the method as a whole; stability

in changing source signal environments, general convergence and possible

transfer-ability of learned policy behavior. This transfer learning is investi-

gated more thoroughly in the subsequent Chapter on Multi-sequence encod-

ings.

Our application to HEVC/H.265 involves two distinct procedural stages:

First, the modeling function is trained with roll-out episodes of encoding

that incorporate randomized exploration, and train the function (neural net)

parameters by looking 2-3 time steps ahead at the measurable cost/reward.

Recall the common formulation for Q-function above in Preliminaries

(Eq. 4.6). To indicate expectation of reward and state from history rollout,

we write this as:

Qπθ(ht, ut) = Eht [r(xt, ut) +max(Q(hnext, unext))] (4.13)

The exploration factor (during training) is a randomized variation added to

the real-valued actor network action prediction:

ut = µθ(xt) + ℵ (4.14)

So that the action is based on the parametrized (neural approximated) func-

tion of the input signal, plus noise.

Training is done by incorporating reward feedback as parameter updates
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upon taking this action (encoding the CTU) and taking further actions (en-

coding the slice). The procedure is presented below, in Training.

4.4.3 Adaptation to frame-level lambda optimization

Second 
Run

Start 

Single 
frame 
image 

Process trial iterations for 
short-range feedback 

horizon 

Trained 
agent policy 

network 

Process iterations for slice 
pre-encoding

Perform 
reinforcement 

updates on 
policy network

Last POC  in 
sequence

Yes Second Run

No

Weighted-mean of 
CTU action µ applied 

to full slice/frame 

Record 
statistics

Last POCNo EndYes

Test + Train 
Phase

Pre-training 
Phase

Figure 4.3: Two-phase learning and testing for a video sequence encoding

with our agent-controlled lambda. Coding Unit (block) exploration in trial

iterations with short horizons are used to train the policy neural net, with

additional training from feedback at the slice/frame level application in the

second run. Setting the λMOD at the frame level requires a weighted-mean

of modi�er predictions at the Unit level. Feedback from each frame-level

prediction and reward is then applied to further tune the agent policy using

the same parameter update system for Time-Di�erence learning.

Some speci�cs in procedure arise from our encoding optimization setting.

First, exploration is not tractable from scratch when executed on trajec-

tories of an entire frame, at once. That is, we cannot hold lambda values

constant for every CTU in the frame, modify using some exploration policy
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on all CTUs, then rely on a singular reward measurement to re-encode the

entire frame, if we are doing this on a newly seeded (arbitrarily parametrized)

agent. From recent works in control with exploration in visual tasks(Lample

and Chaplot, 2017; O'Donoghue et al., 2017), it would require something in

the order of ∼ 107 frames as a starting point, using any input phrased on

the raw pixel source values (In other words, whether we use CNN models or

FCN, etc.).

Exploration of trajectories of the entire frame are di�cult because every

change to a CTU in the frame has multiple compounded e�ects in both

spatial and temporal derivation of parameters for the images in the GOP. In

other words, the learning agent must be strategic in how variation is managed

for a stochastic behavior that leads to some discovery of successful mappings

(from pixels to action).

This holds for the starting agent � the completely untrained and freshly

seeded neural networks, but as our experiments will show below: it is not so

intractable or divergent when the agent (and its non-linear, deep multilayer

network representation of π, Q∗, etc.) are experienced or trained.

Acceleration of initial learning for RL agents to improve sample e�ciency

is a fascinating subject on its own, recently explored for cutting-edge models

in AlphaStar by Google Deepmind and in other works as well. Once more,

we cannot rely on supervised methods (teacher-student models) for training

the agent, so we always use the reference values as part of the formula in all

stages, and devise a di�erent way for accelerating progress using our relatively

few (hundreds of thousands) samples.

Evolving update mechanisms, CTU sampling, and an expanding

horizon method for stable exploration

Our solution to the aforesaid problem with sample e�ciency and exploration

for RDO control is as follows:

We developed a system of sampling trials of pre-encodings per CTU,

then applying the weighted result to the Lagrangian of the entire frame.
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That is, the exploration phase allows each CTU to perturb the parameters

of the stochastic policy to obtain an observation at that level. The updates

resulting from the pre-encodings within HEVC are then used to estimate,

using the rewards

vt = ERt, Rt+1, . . . (4.15)

a reward-weighted update of the frame-level Lagrangian modi�er λmode. In

this way, the CTU-level learning is applied in a weighted manner to predict

a singular λ-weighting value Wk, from the set of weightings W predicted

individually by observing each CTU.

Second, recall we are using a two-pass method on the entire video. Cre-

ating a `simulation' for exploration by trial encodings in one pass (call this

initial training), then resuming trial encodings during the testing phase.

We may call this secondary/online training, but with the exploration part

frozen/removed.

We use the following system to limit divergence for untrained agents,

and bene�t from long-range (time step wise) in agent networks that have

been through the entire video once in the �rst pass. The Expanding Horizon

method for updates is included in the second step below.

� Limit update + exploration horizons (time step windows t ∈ 1..T ) to

3-4 consecutive CTUs in the raster order per tile and slice. Execute the

cumulative update ∆θ = α∇logπθ(s, a)δt after this limited time-step

range, per CTU, for TD reward updates
∑

γRt, setting discount factor

γ to 0.9, and parameter update rate α to 0.1.

� Freeze exploration (epsilon greedy or pure Gaussian) in the second

run pass. Extend (expand) update horizon of time-steps, to gradually

increase by a factor of 2 per slice, to a maximum of all CTUs in a

slice, instead of �xed 3-4. Update method of the learning algorithm

will now wait longer before updating from the target network. Use

this new horizon for updates of Q and π networks where applicable,

thus allowing experienced agents to experience longer trajectories. Use
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weighted prediction scheme to obtainWk for frame. Record bitrate and

PSNR scores for testing results.

� Perform the above for multiple random seeds of training + testing, to

establish training integrity of the method.

One additional point to bear in mind when analyzing this setup: unlike

supervised learning methods, many techniques are excluded from the RL al-

gorithm (large networks, batch normalization, etc). Second, the notion of

reward-from-state, per transition, does not exist for our case. The actual

state of the system involves encoder internals as a whole, instead of the part

we are using to represent direct input (the picture portions). So, unlike sce-

narios like picture-driven driving, or picture-based game control, the reward

is not representable from the picture directly, nor is the CTU or frame tran-

sition obtainable directly as a simple causal e�ect from the controller action.

We are only a�ecting a part of the full system procedure, and we rely purely

on reward observation (from bitrate and distortion penalty). This is some-

what separate from next picture state representation, because the reward is

directly obtained (continuous) and the next image is inconsequential to the

goal (the bitrate gain/characteristic improvement).

In addition, there is no goal state(s) we are moving toward, as in some

control problem formulations. The �nal transition after the last CTU in the

frame is encoded can be considered a goal state if the empirically measured

bit-cost savings have been achieved for the picture, while staying under a

penalty threshold.

In the critic Q-function formula, the policy πθ can be updated by a sum-

mation over expected reward Q(xt, πθ(st)).

The reward signal is simply based on the resulting aggregate bit-cost and

PSNR values for the reference encoding of the same unit. The �nal reward for

a roll-out (a slice encoding, with all comprised CTUs) is the improvement in

bit-rate cost of that slice as a whole, with no discounting factor for time. The

reward per discrete time-step is the same, but per CTU, with an additional
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negative penalty for any added distortion beyond a threshold.2

4.4.4 Training Algorithms

Our version of the deterministic Policy Gradient Procedure for learning is

summarized as follows:

Algorithm 2 Policy Gradient Exploration for RDO-Improvement

1: Initialize randomized policy πθ

2: for slice-encoding trials SL1, SL2 do

3: for CTU1, CTU2, · · · ∈ slice do
4: Act (Encode), with exploration, and store trial

5: update action-value network πθ

6: update Qθ per instant result

7: end for

8: choose reward-weighted mean of a = πθ

9: apply as choice for POC (frame)

10: Update both networks cumulatively

by rollout result

11: end for

12: return π,Q

An estimate of bit-rate reduction per lambda parameter variation is the

goal of our critic portion, through exploration and parameter update. Upon

training on one or more sequences, the controller-actor is ready to be deployed

in the process of encoding the video sequence using the inferential output,

without further exploration. This is an o�ine procedural design.

The process is �model�directed�, in that the inferred values are weight-

modi�ed values for the Lagrangian λMODE, and associated λME, based on

the initial empirical estimate in the HM lookup-table of values. Therefore

our method (though we investigate alternative variants in Sec. 4.7.3) can

2A very large penalty on Y-PSNR loss beyond 1db is applied, to limit the skew in favor

of bitrate savings.
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be thought of as an exploration and re�nement, mapping input signals to

proposed shifts in the weighting values for di�erent CTU settings.

This goal is directed by source signals alone, without additional state

information already incorporated in the default value being scaled.

In Sec. 4.7.4 below, we discuss a variation on raw-pixel luminescence

values being used as input to the deep neural net. Instead of St = Xt directly

for frame pixels Xt as un-scaled, raw signal value, we proposed a semantic

segmentation S = ϕ(X) where the pixel is assigned a value corresponding to

some classi�cation of the semantic nature of that part of the image. This was

meant to narrow the feature space for learning, using an external library of

Semantic Segmentation consisting of eight indoor and eight outdoor classes

of pixels.

All these variations have the same goal: an encoder decision choice leading

to either 1) an improved (reduced) bitrate cost estimate (without penalty)

or 2) an improved distortion level at the same bitrate cost level (i.e., without

penalty).

In practice, most decision change in the encoder will lead to at least slight

penalty in one side of the Lagrangian function, depending on the source

image structure. However, just as the �xed values chosen by lookup-table in

HM reference are considered empirically better in most scenarios on average

(all possible sequences and input images), our source-adapted behavior can

sometimes lead to a signi�cant jump in reward, in some blocks, by crossing

a minor decision threshold as shown in the Results section.

The methods here have limitations due to HEVC extensions (SKIP mode,

merge mode) that we discuss in the Analysis section.

4.5 Experiments

The results here present the more notable performance achievements com-

pared to the HEVC reference, due to the group of methods in this chapter.

The results represent the single-sequence optimization scenario (one video at
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a time).

4.5.1 Experimental Setup

Our testing setup is based on HM reference software from JCT-VC (JCTVC,

2014; Rosewarne, Bross, Naccari, et al., 2016) and meant to mirror/satisfy

the testing conditions of the Random Access and Low Delay test speci�ca-

tions of HEVC for codec evaluations (see Bossen, 2013). No modi�cation

of the recommended con�gurations were done for the encodings. All videos

in the test sequences were in YUV (4:2:0) format, including high resolution

content to verify performance in the modern encoder.

Several sequences (per JCT-VC guidelines in Bossen, 2013) were tested,

to show the suitability of each learning method when applied to di�erent

types of source content. We included both low-res and higher bitrate video

from di�erent classes of sequence, and each video was tested independently;

the training step and the testing step were performed on the same isolated

sequence data. That is, the training algorithm was run on all frames, before

the test run began.

In addition to di�erent sequences, the rate-distortion curves below were

obtained by variation in QP: we used the standard set of QP points in HEVC

(22, 27, 32, 37). Each experiment was therefore conducted four times.

The low-delay settings were identical, but used the LD-B pro�le (allow-

ing bi prediction with smaller Group of Pictures than Random Access). The

encoding runs with low-delay settings were similarly done over the four stan-

dard QP levels, to establish stability of the performance in di�erent settings.

The network architecture adapted from (Gu et al., 2016; O'Donoghue et

al., 2017) is shown in Fig. 4.2. This adapted version is our basic setup, on

which modi�cations or extensions are added as experimental variation. For

the �nal set of architecture experiments, we used no convolutional layers (no

�lters needed), and introduced actions embedded in the second hidden layer.

Hidden layers were ReLU based, and fully connected with 400 units each.
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Figure 4.4: Random Access con�guration Rate-Distortion curves for the class

B test sequences ParkScene and Kimono. The agent-controlled λmode scheme

shows a slight edge in bit-rate saving with minimal e�ect on signal quality,

across QP points.

4.5.2 Random Access Pro�le Results

When trained with a reward function that kept bitrate as a goal while also

providing positive reinforcement (at a lower reward factor) to distortion re-

duction, the results were nearly identical in most sequences, but allowed a

full improvement in both PSNR-Y (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio, Luma-based)

and bit-rate (fully quantized/encoded sample size) simultaneously, raising

the rate-distortion curves in some frames. Note that this improvement is

parametrized on input and not a �xed choice per sequence or frame.

The training-testing procedures were carried out using the same sequences,

with testing repeated for each QP level: QP ∈ {22, 27, 32, 37}. Table 4.1

shows Bjontegaard-Delta (BD) average curve di�erences for both rate (BD-

BR) and distortion (BD-SNR). The BD values are used as a robust curve-

�tted average of the rate and distortion deltas between two curves, from the

RD curves plotted at four di�erent bitrates (or quantization settings, instead
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Table 4.1: Random Access Pro�le, Avg. Rate-Distortion performance of

agent-controlled real time policy λ vs. the HM reference.

Seq. Name Fr. Encoded BD-PSNR-Y BD-R

(dB) (%)

Tra�c 150 -0.078 -3.2

FourPeople 600 0.061 -4.1

BasketballDrill 300 -0.710 -2.1

Kimono 240 -0.090 -3.7

ParkScene 300 0.070 -4.2

Cactus 500 0.021 -6.5

Tennis 600 -0.51 -4.3

BQMall 600 -0.141 -2.5

Average N/A -0.311 -3.95

of at a single point). BD measures are widely used in ITU-T standards testing

and video quality/compression comparisons. The technique was introduced

in (Bjøntegaard, 2001).

4.5.3 Low-Delay Pro�le Results

The experiments were repeated on Low-Delay P pro�le setup for the same

sequences, yielding occasionally higher gains (over the reference) than the

equivalent for random access.

In Random Access, the encoder has higher coding e�ciency by default,

due to the greater temporal redundancy available to the bi-predictive setup

(B frames that use both preceding and subsequent frames as sources of re-

dundancy). There are fewer reference levels in LD-P, and fewer reference

CTU blocks to choose from3. The results were due to the variation in the

real-time agent controlled policy, which enabled scaling of lambdas in some

3A visual representation of the encoding pro�les in HEVC is given in Background

Section 2.1.1
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Table 4.2: Testing sequences info.

Class Resolution Name Frame-rate

A 2560× 1600 Tra�c 30

B 1920× 1080 Kimono 24

B 1920× 1080 Cactus 50

B 1920× 1080 ParkScene 24

C 832× 480 BasketBallDrill 30

E 1280× 720 FourPeople 60

E 1280× 720 Vidyo4 60

scenarios (dependent on source input).
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Figure 4.5: Kimono 1080p motion sequence RD-Curves for Random Access

(left) and Low Delay (right). The pro�les are showing slight edge to the RL

agent when LD is enabled.

4.5.4 Analysis

Comparison with other methods

The results here show the strong ability of real-time learning with reinforce-

ment using neural network architectures, both compared to the reference as

in the result tables above, as well as relevant work: Experiments on `optimal'

lambda values for HEVC settings are conducted in (F. Zhang and D. R. Bull,

2019) as part of the analytic derivation of a content-based adaptive method,

and established that at least for B-hierarchical encoded frames, bitrate sav-

ings of up to 15% can be seen in both dynamic and static imagery scenes, by

varying lambda alone.

Our results are encouraging for several reasons: a) The RL driven ap-

proach in λ determination exceeds or approaches results by analytic meth-

ods in (F. Zhang and D. R. Bull, 2019), which assume constant QP to avoid
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Seq. Name Fr. Encoded BD-PSNR-Y BD-R

(dB) (%)

Tra�c 150 -0.098 -4.2

FourPeople 600 0.10 -3.1

BasketballDrill 300 -0.810 -3.1

Kimono 240 -0.20 -4.2

ParkScene 300 0.080 -6.1

Cactus 500 0.03 -6.5

Tennis 600 -0.91 -2.3

BQMall 600 -0.17 -1.5

Average N/A -0.37 4.1

Table 4.3: Low Delay P Pro�le, Avg. Rate-Distortion performance of agent-

controlled real time policy λ vs. the HM reference.

confounding in�uences of the QP o�set, despite it being part of the standard

con�guration. In best cases, for full video statistics (all frames), the reported

3-5% average bitrate improvement is exceeded by our method, even in the

highest reported cases (5-6% BD-rate reduction). Interestingly however, the

reported savings solely in B frames by (F. Zhang and D. R. Bull, 2019) are

much higher, reaching above 15% in places, albeit at hefty PSNR penalties

in those frames.

b) When QP o�sets are enabled (as in HM default and our setup), the

results in (F. Zhang and D. R. Bull, 2019) fall to 0.5% bitrate reduction, while

our method maintains savings in this setting (in fact, we do not disable the

default con�guration at any point in testing). The agent is designed to adapt

to complex, confounding factors that are non-observable in the state model �

hence we say the state as a whole is only partially observable in this learning

environment.

c) The continuous-control policy achieves this scaling optimization against
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input pixel values model-free, without a pre-determined formula or power

function as in the standard, or in the cited work. The fact that small

variation�scaling ratio λRL/λHEV C between 0.7 and 1.5� was not very useful,

was deduced by reward signals and trial encodings in real time training.

d) Our work in functional approximator in the policy (the neural network

architecture) was able to distinguish appropriate variation for dynamic and

static scenes, without a scene detection mechanism, both in the RL trained

by value-estimation and by policy-gradient approach. This is likely due to

the relationship with Mean Squared Error discovered in (F. Zhang and D. R.

Bull, 2019), which formed the basis of their method in using higher La-

grange multiplier values λ in static scenes and lower ones in dynamic scenes,

corresponding to higher and lower ratios of distortion between frames. We

construct reward from bitrate reduction and distortion in the luma channel,

so the policy prediction is in fact guided by similar heuristics, just indirectly

so.

Visual Analysis

The mode decisions in Fig. 4.6 below are visualized 4 to show regions a�ected

by the agent lambda choice. We �nd that in preliminary comparison, few

of the CTUs in still or slow moving regions are a�ected in terms of coding

e�ciency, because the encoder is already intelligently applying a SKIP signal

to those blocks, which in place regardless of our modi�cations to the cost

function outcomes. Therefore, the slice regions bene�tting the most from

the learned adaptive λπϑ , are the areas that are non-skipped in the reference

(i.e., motion estimation required), particularly in large CU modes (32-pixel).

4.6 Summary

Our work shows the ability of combined reinforcement agents (Q-learning

and policy gradient) to learn re�nements of encoding parameter control by

4We used the open-source GITL x265 Visualizer available from (H. Li, 2016)
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input image patterns as state information.

This is a novel addition to MPEG-HEVC optimization, and the �rst appli-

cation of policy-learning agents (as opposed to direct classi�cation schemes)

to video coder control.

Improvements are possible in this process, particularly a move to online

or continuous learning from multiple video encodings, avoiding a two-step

process that was used in our initial work for clarity and veri�cation of per-

formance. Also, we have not established the transfer of agent capability by

training on several sequences at a time � this is important, in that it al-

lows a ready-made function approximator neural net to be produced prior

to encoding, then further adapted to the characteristics of a particular se-

quence. Some questions are answered in the next chapter: Are the agent's

performances on one set of videos transferable with similar parameter weights

to other sequences? And how quickly can convergence occur on unseen se-

quences? Finally, there is a possibility in future work of including sequen-

tial state information, via memory-keeping networks (LSTM), e.g., recurrent

memory-preserving systems in Hausknecht and Stone, 2015; Heess et al.,

2015.
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4.7 Appendix: Ablation Experiments

Functional representation of input data (sometimes called squashing in early

works) is an important part of the reinforcement learning apparatus. While

the algorithm chosen is of obvious importance (means of updating parame-

ters, when/how/what reward system to use), and lots of thought is usually

given to the function approximation and error minimization(Fujimoto, Hoof,

and Meger, 2018), the functional representation aspect of neural networks

is not directly discussed by many works utilizing or producing RL meth-

ods (sometimes only as appendix info or supplementary information). This

is often because only few forms of representation make sense for the given

task that is assumed to be the (sole) context, and the more pressing issue is

approximation variance or sample e�ciency.

For instance, CNN representations of recent take over most �rst-and-

second layer network architectures for Q target functions and policy learning,

when the input is assumed to come from images (direct learning from raw

pixels). This is almost ubiquitous. Meanwhile fully-connected layers are

utilized per the traditional representation in supervised learning tasks when

the real-valued inputs are state vectors of physical state, etc.

Our experiments below seek to explore this topic due to the unique nature

of the control problem, and the form of input. While we have raw pixel source

(luminescence values in particular) to represent state, and we are not hand-

engineering features (to make use of the learning power of deep nets), there

are still a few di�erent ways to `phrase' this input with hard e�ects on the

learning algorithm.

4.7.1 Architecture

Our choices in network architecture for the Q function and policy in the

methods above, are motivated by prior research in analogous control domains.

However, we have unique environment speci�cs that necessitate adaptation,

especially in the input layers.
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Early on in experimenting with Q network layers, we found expectedly

slow convergence when attempting to use CNNs � strided convolutional neu-

ral nets (with or without optimization) in the �rst layers. This is in line

with representational studies we based the network architecture on (e.g.,

O'Donoghue et al., 2017; Anschel, Baram, and Shimkin, 2016) where train-

ing on image data for control actions was done di�erently from other types of

input, and CNNs in particular required several orders higher iterations per

epoch of training to perform well.

Unlike control settings where camera input (or game screen) is entirely

encapsulated in the input image, and actions can be meaningfully extracted

from the state represented by that image: in the video encoding case, the

64×64 blocks of Coding Trees were quite limited in usable higher-level ex-

tracted features to enable the critic estimate of future rewards. So the train-

ing stage on full video sequences did not converge.

We had noticeably better (but still unstable) results with a semantic seg-

mentation system that used larger portions of the video to allocate labels for

outdoor scenery � this was still limited to the semantic training of the exter-

nal image segmentation task, which was far more restricted in content/source

than our wide range of video scenarios.

Ultimately, we discovered that the best performing solutions for the en-

coding setting was to remove the convolutional layers and utilize regularized,

fully connected layers that had larger numbers of hidden units. The shallow-

but-broad networks were closer in design to experiments with continuous

inputs for physical control simulators (Todorov, Erez, and Tassa, 2012) in

(Fujimoto, Hoof, and Meger, 2018; O'Donoghue et al., 2017). This was also

in line with important landmark investigations in �Do deep nets really need

to be deep?� (Ba and Caruana, 2014) concerning training time, convergence

and performance.

The Fully connected version of the architecture was used in the experi-

ments for all discrete and continuous-valued networks, allowing a convergence

at roughly 150 frames, with ∼ (resolution/64)2 iterations per frame.
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4.7.2 Handling Uncertainty

RL is infamous for instability in complex learning/input spaces, and our ap-

plication is one such example. While we have applied linear regularization

layers in the functional representation, we needed a good way to limit the

volatility of the policy yet keep it `creative' enough to enact higher weights

when that was both a stable and bene�cial choice cross the frame. In other

words: we didn't want to limit the capabilities when the actor chose with

lesser certainty (or the action value was volatile compared to the recent

choice) but still managed to be bene�cial.

We use here ideas from recent work on a second type of regularization

- uncertainty. The recent publication from Hena�, Canziani, and Le Cunn

(Hena�, Canziani, and LeCun, 2019) on incorporating uncertainty as a train-

ing cost (along with the normal reward) explores these concepts, and opts

to use information-divergence measures in the training process, albeit in a

di�erent environment (driving). The main idea is to penalize decisions that

take the agent into unfamiliar territory, where it is less con�dent at st than

at st−1.

The penalization is not straightforward to apply, since in our preliminary

testing it was clear that some of the decisions resulting from a higher degree

of volatility5, actually helped the performance. Including it in the training

phases therefore might preclude some of the useful optimization produced in

certain key frames.

In this work, we opted to simply cap the volatility in value during train-

ing, but to use a �ltering function during the prediction test run, to bypass

particularly unstable decision steps.

The function in Alg.3 assumes a middle step Invoke-Critic that makes the

decision, facilitated through multiple iterations of the critic during training

phase (the volatility of the output is recorded). For values above a threshold,

we have the luxury of using the built-in, reference HM weighting (the action

5For our lambda-tuning setting in HEVC, we equate uncertainty with volatility in

prediction.
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Algorithm 3 The inference/�lter function.

Require: POC loaded and critic network initialized

1: D ← Invoke-critic(QP)

2: if D = 0 then

3: return a //Built-in HM value

4: end if

5: UpdateW(a, D)

Ensure: 0.5 ≤ a ≤ 40.0

by the agent is voided).

In summary: during exploration and training phase, we penalize high-

variance decision surfaces of the policy by selecting the default reference, in

the local CTU scope, where it is unclear if there is bene�t from the source-

based modi�cation (call this αRL).

4.7.3 Function modeling and the problem of human ex-

pertise

The learning method and structure presented the preceding section highlight

what we found to be the optimal approach in the case of single video en-

codings with frame-level adjustments to lambda. This is in general, for both

Low Delay and Random Access pro�les, and with respect to the standard

reference test set for HEVC.

This is not, however, the only possible approach. Part of our empirical

evaluation of di�erent setups for learning was testing di�erent setups/ sce-

narios, network architectures, the amount of `prior' or `expert' information

to include in the starting values being controlled, and how to handle both

negative reinforcement and uncertainty.

None of these questions are easy � partially because of their context-

dependent nature in dynamic environments like ours. What works in one

picture format or encoding pro�le may not be ideal in another; inter and intra

coding pixel referencing/redundancy are di�erent; the features obtainable
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from larger picture areas or combined/stacked data can produce completely

di�erent results for shallower/deeper/larger network architectures used to

model Q functions or policies, etc.

In Sec.4.4.4 (Training/Algorithms) we mentioned the values targeted are

the lambda with-frame-level-weight, i.e., our training is model-based; we do

not preclude the values set by the heuristic.

One alternative approach to this is to attempt to learn both the scaling

factors α and Wk, as well as the derived function f in:

αWk2
f(QP ) (4.16)

which is empirically set to 12−QP/3 in the reference.

Attempting to replace all variables with a value learned from scratch

produced notably unstable (and lower performance) results overall, within

the timescales used for training, so this was quickly abandoned.

Furthermore, even removingWk weighting, by itself, reduced performance

(see table below for best, worst and average case at di�erent stages of the

training). It increased the time taken to converge on an accurate model.

One way the general sample in�ciency of RL is addressed in modern,

e�ective RL agent systems, is to kickstart the learning process by supervised

training from an already trained agent, or a human expert(Schmitt et al.,

2018). In the video encoding case, we are starting from scratch if we exclude

the reference weighting Wk, and using a kickstarted agent if we include it.

Sadly, we cannot use the values as `demonstration' data for a supervised

phase (the teacher-student agent systems) because the human domain expert

values set for Wk as well as the 2f(QP ) Lagrangian modi�er formulation, is

�xed.

This is because these factors in HEVC reference are based on conditions

outside the source pixel model � including the reference level and picture

coding type. Pictures at a later encoding stage in the pro�le setup (i.e., used

by fewer pictures as reference) will bene�t from slightly higher emphasis on

distortion). The agent's modeling functions cannot deduce this fact from the

pixels alone.
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These hand-engineered heuristics can be invaluable as a knowledge `prior'

to the system, and are di�cult to learn by experience (by our agent) unless

the features are embedded into the actor-critic inputs, at some layer in the

function-modeling systems.

4.7.4 Pixel State Semantic Segmentation as Input

One method we introduced in (Hamza et al., 2019) was a representation of

input layer as discretized pixel state from an advanced semantic segmen-

tation module, developed for the computer vision task of classifying types

of regions in a picture. These semantic models are pre-trained for outdoor

(eight classes) and indoor (six classes) environments, where the type of envi-

ronment is known. The input is a raw greyscale image tensor taken from the

luma component of the YUV bitstream, the output is a discrete pixel-wise

classi�cation of the pixel, by assignment to a semantic class � sky, vehicle,

ground, furniture, etc.

The intuition behind using this step, as expensive as it is computationally

even in forward pass alone, was to aid the prediction capabilities of the policy

by narrowing the range of states acted upon, thereby accelerating the learn-

ing of πθ(x) or in the case of actor-critic, Q∗(s, a). The region provided to the
Semantic Segmentation Unit (SSU) would comprise the current frame being

presented for a training iteration, scaled to dimensions �tting the segmenta-

tion classi�er. The output can then be scaled back to be queried for each

Coding Unit. This architecture is such that it provides an additional deep

layer directly following the �rst input layers, where the pixels of CTU may

have di�ering class allocations. By grouping semantically related regions of

an image, we can allow the derivation of lambda to follow semantic changes

in the signal being encoded. In terms of learning agent, it corresponds to

reducing the exploration space of the learner.

This method was only moderately successful in our tests, with high vari-

ance in di�erent seeded results. The SegNet(Badrinarayanan, Kendall, and

Cipolla, 2015) algorithm was pre-trained for the visual task, and stemming
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from the driving-oriented picture data, it did well in separating objects mov-

ing in di�erent planes from background settings. None of our test videos

(apart from the video game screens in ChinaSpeed) had the perspective of

vehicular driving however, which presented an issue in itself. The exercise of

embedding semantic information in the prediction task from a high-level vi-

sual classi�er, can be revisited as these semantic-labelling capabilities develop

in performance, number of classes in indoor/outdoor settings, and precision

at high resolutions.
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(a) Tra�c (2560 × 1600)

(b) Tennis (1080p)

Figure 4.6: CTU mode decision (block splitting) visualization for the Tra�c

and ParkScene frames in inter-mode coding. The reference candidates in (b)

are shown by the blue and red lines. Larger CUs within each CTU block can

bene�t from bitrate savings.
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Figure 4.7: Agent controlled Lambda Weighting Factor variation in the �rst

100 frames of encoding. The variation was clipped for stability; in areas of

estimated uncertainty, the reference (hand-designed) value was used instead.
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Figure 4.8: Performance at∼70k iterations. The range of prediction accuracy
shown re�ects the stability a�orded the policy when expert priors are used

(the reference formula) as base in Full, vs learning without Wk in Partial2,

and from scratch in Partial1.

Figure 4.9: Semantic segmentation of a frame from Keiba test sequence, used

in the control policy architecture of our method. As visible in the mixing of

the trees and poles, the separation of semantic classes was not always exact

in fast moving scenes.
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Figure 4.10: Semantic segmentation of a frame from Kimono test sequence.

The segmentation here is more accurate in the slow-moving sequence, despite

architectural artifacts not used in the training of the SegNet model.
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Chapter 5

Multi-sequence experiential

learning for Lambda-domain

optimization

5.1 Overview

The experiments in the preceding chapter focused on one video sequence,

individually, per test, on the basis of frame-level modi�cation of the lambda

weighting.

That is, even though coding blocks were used as both state space for the

input and the feedback for reward measurement of the system, the overall

frame-level statistics that were aggregate of the CTU blocks were target of

the learning procedure, and the actions (real-valued weighting of Lambda)

were �xed by frame.

Training and testing on one video sequence at a time introduced a setup

of multiple disjoint experiments; the learning from one sequence was applied

again only once � to the same video, in a subsequent run. All videos in the set

were encoded in this manner; the training-run providing the exploration and

learning of the agent policy through trial action, and the test-run taking the

learned networks further in pre-encoding of each slice, but this time enacting
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the choices presented by the policy network for each frame.

This system of 2-stage pass through the full encoding was successful in

proving the capability of the RL agent at tuning RDO Lamba beyond the

performance of the reference, but it presented a somewhat impractical setup,

since we ideally would want to encode every video sequence only once. The

bene�ts, naturally, were the very tight �tting to the video characteristics

a�orded to the continuous control agent, which did not have to learn from

di�erent sequences, textures, scenes, etc., and was provided a large enough

number of training iterations per video, especially in the larger resolutions,

to achieve stability at the end of the training.

The work presented in this chapter is a follow-up approach with a more

challenging problem, dealing with multiple sequences encoded in turn � and

an exploration of the alternatives to the learning method required for that

to be possible.

We designed the system for the CTU-block level of action rather than a

per-frame optimization of Lambda. It attempts a more �nely grained control

of the weighting, with potentially greater volatility: there are hundreds of

updates to λ per frame.

The method selected is built on a modern, batch-stabilised formulation of

Q-learning with neural net function approximation as a control agent, which

has been successful at a variety of physical control tasks in the continuous

and discrete domains, as well as challenging tasks in automated game play

(Volodymyr Mnih et al., 2016; Anschel, Baram, and Shimkin, 2016).

Our choice of learning algorithm and overall procedure was informed by

several smaller experimental investigations, which we present �rst in Section

5.2. The insight from these experiments allowed the successful development

of the complete method and algorithm adaptation in 5.3.
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5.2 Initial Experiments

We experimented with the stability and performance of several algorithms

to examine suitability to our unique RDO setting. A variety of modern rein-

forcement algorithms exist, divided under the general categories of value-

based methods, e.g., Deep Q-Learning (V. Mnih, 2015; Hausknecht and

Stone, 2015), Temporal Di�erence (Tesauro, 1995)�which assign actions by

attempting to learn estimated of value assigned to actions in a state�and

policy-based methods (Advantage Actor Critic, Natural Policy Gradient, etc.,

in Silver, Lever, et al., 2014; Silver, Schrittwieser, et al., 2017; Schulman et

al., 2015), that generally learn the policy function itself.

Our domain (lambda control in RDO) is inherently oriented to contin-

uous or real-valued action policies, which are di�cult to use directly with

Q learning(Lillicrap et al., 2016). Continuous policy gradient adaptations

to discrete-action policies served as the primary control mechanism in the

preceding experiments of the single-sequence experiments of chapter 4 � and

that DDPG algorithm itself was an extension of original DPG policy gradient

work (see Silver, Lever, et al., 2014) that did not utilize neural net function

approximation of functions, a replay bu�er, or soft target networks (copies)

to slow down the volatility of the learning.

We showed successful application of a single algorithm in one setup, but

questions still remained insu�ciently addressed: does the discrete-action for-

mat of e.g., n-step Q-learning or Advantage-actor-critic, su�ce for this level

of control?

In other words, given a single action dimension instead of the k-dimensional

a = {a1, a2, . . . , ak}, could we discretize the at = µ(st|θ) λ-weighting scheme

in a computationally e�ective constrained manner, given the nature of the

optimization problem being quite distinct from e.g., robotic torque control

scenario? Note that physics simulators with motor torques as output are

predominantly where continuous control versions of RL have been tested,

notably the MujoCo (Todorov, Erez, and Tassa, 2012). For these environ-

ments, a very high number of iterations in the order 1 × 109 is needed for
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learning stability in control agents.

Our learning-encoding trials were conducted on a subset of the test videos;

we picked the two Class A (cropped 4K) high resolution videos (Tra�c and

PeopleOnStreet), which are most challenging in terms of number of decisions

to make per frame. The main goals in these trials were to understand:

� learning speed

� method adaptability to number of frames available and CTU-level gran-

ularity

� performance scalability across video sequences (i.e., robustness of method)

� generalization � can one learn from one video encoding and predict in

another, with di�erence sequence characteristics

� discrete action with exploration vs. real-valued sampling with explo-

ration

Our main preliminary testing is presenting below.

5.2.1 Partial sequence training for rest-of-sequence ac-

tion

An initial intuitive method to help make the working optimizations more

useful was to utilize a part of the video sequence for training, e.g., the �rst

few seconds, without actually using the predicted actions in the encoding �

then (assuming a satisfactory learning of the policy function) we apply the

learned actions in the subsequent frames.

This would require e.g., the Policy Gradient algorithm, to stabilize its

learning in far fewer update iterations of the target network.

Video sequences vary in frame rate - the entire test sequences available

were designed to be around 10 seconds per video. For a 60fps video, that is

600 frames. For a 24fps or 30fps sequence however, this is much lower, so
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a 100-frame training period can be a sizable portion of the slower video se-

quence. The �rst 100 frames will also comprise a di�erent amount of training

iterations depending on resolution (the number of CTU passes per frame).

Cutting the training time to a third (to both train and predict on the

same video sequence) was not possible, as evidenced from trials on all in-

dividual test sequences. We experimented with learning rates in the range

γ = [0.1, 0.01] and the experience of the agent was still insu�cient to achieve

stable rewards mapping pixel states to action (in fact, gaining volatility in

the process).

Figure 5.1: Pre-Encoding on successive video sequences coupled with partial

sequence training on target sequence. The network parameters are initialized

from a controlled random distribution only once; state is shared/transferred

in subsequent video transition samples. The order of pre-encoding sequences

did not a�ect performance. We �nd an approx. ≈ 60 frames to su�ce in the

target video, before halting exploration.

While we discovered partial-video (or sequence-portion) training, on its

own, to be insu�cient in our real-world setting, we also found that coupled

with other videos, the target network gradually generalizes. Even for a class
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A or B video resolution, CTU samples from earlier, lower resolution encoding

with the same QP settings increased performance.

The average bitrate rewards obtained (a measure of RL performance) did

not stabilize before �100k episodes of exploration had been encountered by

the agent. Furthermore, both cumulative performance (reward CTUs) and

convergence (stability in 0+ reward) were non-ideal when the target video

itself was completely omitted from training iterations.

In addition, as shown in Figure (5.2), we note the positive �nding when

pairing the multiple-sequence training method with a small (2-3 second) of

training on the target, while maintaining network parameter state between

them, which extends the experience of the actor and critic networks, allowing

the test video predictions to stabilize in reward.

This is important because divergence of the Q-learning on continuous

action spaces and non-trivial functional approximation was a major factor

for development of DDPG(Lillicrap et al., 2016), that we had adapted for

this use case. Noting that convergence on a stable reward policy was possible

after a) extended training on multiple sequences, and b) partial training on

target sequence, we modi�ed our setup accordingly.

To produce a valuable answer to generalization issues discussed earlier.

We used the following 5 videos of widely varying texture and movement char-

acteristics for the training/exploration phase: Keiba → Cactus → Kimono

→ BQTerrace → Tennis.1

We designed the experiments to show the consistency of this learning

behaviour for di�erent types of sequence, across the entire test set.

5.2.2 Continuous action domain policy methods

We performed several attempts to further optimize the choice of algo-

rithm chosen for continuous control, before we attempted comparison with

a discrete version of Q-learning below.

1Altering the order of the videos or choosing di�erent ones from the standard test set

did not have notable e�ect on the learning curves and outcome.
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Figure 5.2: Comparative aggregate learning performance (average rewards

across runs) for the BasketballDrive sequence using the same policy method.

Blue represents a fully trained agent after experience in multiple video se-

quence encodings. Red represents the positive but highly unstable perfor-

mance when using only one video sequence to train before the target video,

without further pre-training.
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Algorithm 4 RDO adapted Deterministic Policy Gradient, with explo-

ration.

1: Initialize randomized policy π(s)θ and critic Qθ(s, a) with weights θQ and θπ

2: Initialize target networks Q′ and π′ with θQ
′ ← θQ , θπ

′ ← θπ

3: for frame in encoding order 1 to M do

4: initialize �rst CTU input s1 (observation)

5: for Coding Trees 1 to N do

6: select at = π(st|θ) (forward pass)

7: at = at +N add random sample exploration

8: trial encode and obtain reward r

9: store trial encoding (si, ai, ri) in R

10: end for

11: for Coding Tree 1 to tmax do

12: sample minibatch of transitions for training

13: yi = ri + γQ′(si+1, π(si+1|θ))
14: update critic network minimizing ℓ2 loss on the minibatch:

L = 1/N
∑

i yi −Q(si, ai)

15: update π using sampled gradient ∇ log πθ(tmax)

16: end for

17: soft/slow update on target (copy) networks:

θQ
′
= τθQ on trajectory horizon tmax

θπ
′
= τθπ on trajectory horizon tmax

18: end for
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Q functions (as covered in introductory chapters) are action-value esti-

mates Q(s, a) = E [Rt], for a total accumulated return Rt at st = s. The

general goal is typically the optimal Q* as a sum of best possible discounted

future reward under a policy:

Q∗ :=

[∑
i

γirt+i

]
(5.1)

updated through loss minimization towards a target one-step return (r+

γQ(t+ 1)−Qt)
2 in value-based algorithms.

DDPG, an actor-critic method used up til now, utilizes an update based

on the policy gradient of a policy πθ(s) � a gradient ascent on E[
∑

γr], using

a product of the policy actor µ and the critic Q (which is updated by ℓ2 loss

�rst):

∇J ≈ 1/N
∑
∇aQ(s, a)∇θµ(s) (5.2)

The A2C (advantage actor critic) method (O'Donoghue et al., 2017;

Volodymyr Mnih et al., 2016) used here in comparison with the DDPG

policy-gradient algorithm, utilizes a baseline estimate of a value function,

in contrast, to stabilize and scale the policy gradient update: Rt − bt. With

R being an estimate of Q* and b representing function V (s) (the reward

achievable from that state), this term is seen as an `advantage' function

A(st, at) of the action a in state s: A = Q(s, a)− V (s).

The learning mechanism provided by each di�ered in implementing up-

dates to the underlying policy parameters. Both methods allowed the agent

to act through directly learning a real-valued mean and variance (µ, σ2) ←
π(s|θ) which were then sampled as a Gaussian distribution to produce real-

valued actions. As such, they were both directly comparable as methods

applicable to the problem (for continuous control case). The main di�erence

with A2C here was maintaining the linear output for V (s) along with the

policy output µ(s, a), to produce the scaled gradient ∇logµ(s, a)(Rt−V (s)).

This can be written as∇logµ(st, at)A(st, at) where the advantage function
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is given after a series of k time steps (bounded by tmax) as:

k−1∑
i=0

γirti + γkV (st+k)− V (St) (5.3)

We compared our domain-adapted versions of the state of the art DDPG

Policy Gradient method we had been using (see Algorithm 18 below from

Lillicrap et al., 2016) with a synchronous formulation of the Advantage Actor

Critic (A2C) method, rather than the asynchronous formulation given as

A3C inVolodymyr Mnih et al., 2016. This is because we did not have the

environment capability of a multi-threaded model in the video encoder, and

A2C has been shown to perform as well as the parallelized version. The

updates in parallel threads were sequentially applied in one thread. Other

continuous control methods also exist that may be viable in advanced physical

control simulators with contact dynamics, etc (see Schulman et al., 2015

and Anschel, Baram, and Shimkin, 2016). However their applicability to

our environment was unclear without simulators, due to the nature of their

parameter stabilizing and update formulation.

In our preliminary comparison between policy-gradient methods, the DDPG

method was able to more quickly adapt rewards between videos within the

time-frame of the sequences provided (under 106 iterations of gradient steps),

and remained our favorite. There are a couple of possible reasons for this.

First, because of lack of distribution/parallelism for A3C in our video coding

architecture (no bene�t to training time because we removed multi-threading

from the algorithm to make it synchronous). Second, the introduction of

an additional value network with concurrent updates (a separate gradient)

added a layer of di�culty for the learning task. We note that A3C tested

in (Volodymyr Mnih et al., 2016) was employed in simulation settings with

between 103 and 105 order of iterations higher that our environment. This af-

fects the network update frequency for target networks, and in turn impacts

the accuracy and speed of the learning procedure.
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5.2.3 Discretization of the action space

All algorithms presented have been made �practical� (tractable) in recent

years, as methods parametrized by non-linear functions (neural networks

composed of several hidden layers) often represented with weights and biases

θ for a policy πθ(a|s), or a value (or action-value) function Q(a, s | θQ) from

which a policy π* is directly obtained as π∗ ← argmaxQ.

The ability of the continuous-action-space formulation to achieve stability

(or approach limits of its reward capability) were shown in early trials to

be more limited with the multi-sequence methodology. Without the luxury

of training on the entire same sequence once before the e�ective encoding

run, a much slower progression in learning was observed (high volatility in

learning real-valued deviation σ and mean µ, the components of an action

a = N (µ, σ)), where acceptable stability was approached near the last few

frames, instead of after 2-3 seconds worth of picture, as intended. In Figure

5.3 below, we compare the discretized actor-critic approach of Q-learning

algorithm with the continuous control using policy gradients in DDPG.

To factor the space as a categorical action problem, we divided the the

action space into 10 distinct actions representing lambda weight factors W
from 1 to 5 in increments of 0.5. This weighting spread is directly based on

the Rate-λ relationship, being that higher weighting of bit cost (as a whole,

including prediction and residuals) biases the rate-distortion cost functions

to accept higher distortion levels at lower or bitrate, pushing the `sweet spot'

further to the left on the well known distortion-rate curve. Here, an action

value of 1 represents no change from the reference weighting (so no action is

always an action, if deemed most appropriate).

These actions were in turn represented by a softmax output layer in

Fig. (5.4), which is the output of the Q network produced by the n-step

Q-learning procedure in Algorithm 5.

We also provide the expanded and adapted DDPG algorithm here (a

better performer but slower learner) for completeness. In both continu-

ous and discrete control with actor critic or policy gradient methods, we
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Figure 5.3: Learning curve comparison of the two best methods on cropped

4K video, showing faster adaptation of the discretized Q-learning method

over the continuous-control of DDPG. Top �gure is Tra�c sequence, bottom

is PeopleOnStreet.
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note the only changes from the original authors' version is our adaptation

to resource-intensive software action without simulators (just repeat pre-

encodings). Thus the overall learning approach is maintained, but with vari-

ation in the source of experiential replay, and the details of learner parame-

ters.

Preliminary tests with learning rates α = 0.01 and discounting factor

γ = 0.99 per the works cited produced a surprisingly strong adaptation in less

time than the comparable continuous control methods. So, while continuous

control allows for �ner tuned results with lower negligible hits to distortion

(and occasionally, a higher bitrate saving for certain frames), it achieved an

approx 3x slower learning curve in attaining this performance, which was an

important factor in our consideration. After testing, we therefore opted to

keep the n-step Q learning with this discretization of the single dimension

action space, as the most ideal solution.

5.3 Multiple-Sequence Learning Model with Lo-

calized Adaptation

5.3.1 Algorithm

Our adaptation of the n-step Q algorithm (Volodymyr Mnih et al., 2016; V.

Mnih, 2015) kept a similar update pattern as in the supplementary material

details of that work, without the asynchronous update of accumulated gra-

dients. The network utilized for learning was the same for input processing

layers (hidden, fully connected layers of 300 Recti�er Linearity units). The

output layer consisted of an appropriately sized Softmax layer for the action

selection (ten possible actions) and a single linear unit for the real valued

estimate of Q. In practice, the log valued probabilities of the Softmax layer

meant we pick the one closest to zero.

Unlike spatial-convolutional networks used in the Atari simulationsV.

Mnih, 2015, we kept the network architecture used in our earlier policy gra-
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dient work, based on normalized luma-intensity values of the pixel input of

the currently processed block, and fully connected hidden networks. Modi�-

cations were made just to the output layer (softmax instead of linear µ and

σ2 real valued output).

In Algorithm 5, the line R = maxaQ(st, a) refers to the highest observed

reward from taking action in the transition at tmax. We set these periods

at a heuristic 3-4 CTUs for stabilization. Note that the following line has

steps working backward, discounting the accumulated reward at every step

in the small batch. We are in practice able to sample the multiple transitions

at a single step by recording in a bu�er the �pre-encoding� result values of

the CTU before choosing one, so we amplify the number of iteration steps

available to learn from.

With positive results from the preliminary testing setup of videos-in-

sequence, the n-step Q-Learning algorithm was employed across the 4+1

sequences, training on the �rst 4 in random order per test, then training

further on the �rst 2 seconds of the testing sequence (between 50 to 120

frames), then �nally testing with no exploration in the �nal portion of the

sequence.

The random exploration here in the discrete method achieved by ϵ-greedy

approach mentioned on line 8 of the algorithm, which simply uses the set

probability ϵ to sample a random action from a uniform distribution of ac-

tions. Again, we modi�ed to a simpler version the epsilon distribution used

in Volodymyr Mnih et al., 2016 to just ϵ = 0.2. We found the reduction in

exploration necessary with the lack of policy iterations/simulators (i.e., to

stabilize in the shorter time).

This ϵ-greedy exploration can be written as:

a =

random action ∈ {a1, . . . ak} with p=ϵ

argmaxaQ(s, a, θ) with p = 1− ϵ
(5.4)

In an initial setting (bare-bones initialized) agent, ϵ = 0.2. It is eventually

annealed to ϵ = 0 for no exploration (in testing phase of the �nal video in a
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set).

We also initially set random parameters (weights and bias) for �nal output

layer to be close to zero output (at the beginning of the training sequence),

per suggestions in Lillicrap et al., 2016. We found random values in the range

[−.01, .01] to be a good starting point. For the hidden layers, the fan-in factor
was used:

[
−10/

√
f,−10/

√
f
]
.

Algorithm 5 n-step Q Learning with exploration in RDO setting, adapted

from (Volodymyr Mnih et al., 2016)

1: Initialize network gradients dθ ← 0 for network Q(s, a, θ)

2: step counter t← 1

3: for CTU in frame encoding order 1 to M do

4: dθ ← 0

5: tstart = t

6: obtain raw luma input st

7: while t− tstart < tmax do

8: action at through ϵ-greedy policy based on current Q(st, a, θ)

9: obtain pre-encoding trial reward rt

10: t← t+ 1

11: end while

12: R = maxaQ(st, a, θ)

13: for i ∈ {t− 1, t− 2, · · · , tstart} do
14: R← ri + γR //accumulate discounted reward from minibatch

15: dθ ← dθ + ∂(R−Q)2/∂θ //accumulate gradients

16: end for

17: end for

5.3.2 Reward Assignment

The algorithm above (and most others comparable) speci�es the procedure

but allows �exibility in reward assignment, particularly in that di�erent en-

vironments may not necessarily have the same episodic goals as in game

playing, cart-pole control, etc. For our experiments and setting, we have a
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setup where there is no single goal state that the decision process is leading to,

for reward-on-goal assignment. However, we have a few options for episodic

assignment in the frame-encoding and CTU-encoding sense, and only few

viable options for training (for instance, assigning reward or loss at the end

of the entire video sequence would be unreasonable/impractical).

As in the basic frame-level experiments in Chap. 4, reward signals also

cannot be entirely restricted to the frame statistics, due to performance (we

cannot use frames as iterations, as opposed to CTU blocks). To keep obtain-

ing experiential feedback while keeping the encoding at a tractable level of

performance decrease due to learning (around 3x the normal encoding time),

we limit internal replay of the frame encoding (and all the CTU encodings

within it) to around six times.

This experimental setup allows the slice (or frame) to be encoded several

times. Knowledge of the validity of an action at any one CTU `state' is

also available after encoding of that CTU. Utilizing this - We use a simple

reward/penalty scheme of 1/-1 on bitrate saving/gain, with a penalty of -1

for any PSNR loss beyond an acceptable threshold of 0.1db, at the CTU level.

Any cumulative PSNR decrease beyond 1db immediately halts the episode

and provides a heftier negative reward signal. The frame level statistics are

simply an aggregate of the individual CTU blocks, and can be observed on

testing.

Since iterations on the same block are repeated by pre-encoding, and a

small batch of three to four CTUs are used to collect a replay bu�er every

time, before the discounting of the reward (a typical γ value of 0.99) is used

to propagate.

5.4 Evaluation

5.4.1 Experimental Setup

We used standard HEVC testing protocol for the test sequences across QP

levels for the Random Access (Main) pro�le of HM 14.5.
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Figure 5.4: Neural Networks used for the Lambda optimization task.

The testing sequence details are listed below. The default HM perfor-

mance was obtained for all testing videos without any additional rate con-

trol tools enabled, to serve as base case for aggregate per-video performance

(independent from the the calculations during training and testing in our

software).

For our method comparison with the reference, we used the same sequence

of training episodes for all test videos, but we varied the order of the training-

encoding videos to establish robustness of the learning behavior.

The network architecture used for the discretized action space of the n-

step DQN actor critic method is as follows in Figure 5.4.

During testing, frame-level statistics were logged for I, P and B type

frames.

In addition to (Main) Random Access pro�le used (frames not encoded

in POC reference order, group of pictures set to size 8) we also conducted

trials on Low Delay pro�le for the same videos, which is stricter in terms of

frame ordering (GOP set to four).
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Figure 5.5: Learning performance curves (average rewards across runs) for

the Kimono sequence, Random Access pro�le (top) and Low Delay pro�le

(bottom). An epoch represents the various iterations of CTUs in one frame

of the video.
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Figure 5.6: Rate distortion curves for Cactus and BQMall sequences, showing

the edge of the Q-learning reinforcement agent with discrete action selection

(RL-a) over the built in RDO performance of the HM encoder. Encoding

was done at standard settings for QP={22,27,32,37}.
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Video Sequence Frame Rate

Class A (2560x1600)
Tra�c 30

PeopleOnStreet 30

Class B (1080p)

Tennis 24

BasketBallDrive 50

Cactus 50

Kimono1 24

ParkScene 24

BQ Terrace 60

Class E (720p)
FourPeople 60

KirstenandSara 60

Class C (480p)
Keiba 30

BQMall 30

Table 5.1: Test Sequences

5.4.2 Encoding Performance

A summary of results for all test sequences is presented in this section. Our

trained agent derived lambda values that improved on the rate-distortion

performance in a variety of settings. The same procedure repeated four

times at QP testing points provide Bjontegard-delta average rate distortion

curves. The intent is to show the stability of results in di�erent quality

settings (higher quantization usually produces higher compression ratios at

the expense of signal quality of the encoded video). An example of the overall

improvement in rd-curves can be seen in Fig.5.6.

These yield the summary results in Table 5.2 in terms of (mean) bitrate-

savings and penalty to PSNR. While these are the standard result reporting

format for video codecs, we are in fact interested in details of particular

frames, that are not apparent from the average statistics.

We noted a generally higher (20-30) coverage of merge mode blocks in the
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Seq. Name Fr. Encoded BD-PSNR-Y BD-R

(dB) (%)

Tra�c 150 -0.07 -5.1

PeopleOnStreet 150 -0.17 -7.8

FourPeople 600 0.26 -8.2

ChinaSpeed 500 0.09 -4.2

BasketballDrive 300 -0.61 -6.4

BQ Terrace 600 -0.07 -9.1

Kimono 240 -0.09 -6.4

ParkScene 300 0.07 -4.2

Cactus 500 0.12 -7.5

Tennis 240 -0.41 -5.3

BQMall 600 -0.05 -2.5

Average N/A -0.031 -5.95

Table 5.2: Average Rate-Distortion performance of RL policy λ vs. the HM

14.5 reference λ.

agent-controlled (we abbreviate this to RLC-a, for Reinforcement Agent Con-

trol) encoding runs, due to the choices of λ weighting in certain areas. This

was counter-intuitively correlated with higher percentage of the bitstream

data comprising merge-�ag and merge index header data � greater depths of

CU division lead to higher counts of signaled headers, including for merge

(even though in totality, less of the screen content was covered by e�cient

merge signaling, for the default RDO). Results in 5.5 show applicability to

LD with no changes to the algorithm.

This information can be more fully understood from the visually sup-

ported results discussion in the following section.
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5.5 Visual Analysis

Visual analysis of the encoding results in still frames can establish where

the di�erence in RDO decisions has lead to di�erent signaling structures in

a region, for instance: less motion vectors signaled in one are of a frame.

This helps comprehend the statistical aggregates of results in terms of the

resulting bitstream, in detail.

Our method does not alter encoder decision making for the �rst two

seconds of every test sequence, including the �rst IDR intra-only picture, but

a�ects every picture thereafter. We conducted a visual analysis of multiple

frames of P (inter single reference list) and B (inter bi-prediction) frames

from multiple video encodings at the various test QP settings. The snapshots

presented below are at identical frames, from the default HM encoding, and

our altered weighting scheme.

The results of the agent's manipulation were somewhat surprising � while

we expected the largest gains would be strictly related to the CU mode deci-

sions a�ecting depth of the splits (i.e., large CUs leading to less information

signaled), there were other avenues of bitrate saving. For instance, in the

�rst comparison set below, taken from Ultra-HD cropped video of a com-

plex overhead scene on the street, with static elements (zebra crossing) and

small, high variance units (people, clothing) moving in di�erent di�erent di-

rections up and down through most of the image. In this B-frame, we note

that although a larger number of divisions is apparent in the improved/RL-

controlled encoding, the picture was encoded with a larger percentage of

merge mode signaling among all CU structures.

That is, despite the apparent increase in complexity at �rst glance, there

is an actual higher percentage of HEVC merge (including skip) signaling

at all CU depths involved, which reduced the overall overhead of motion

information in the header (for example).

This can be seen in other videos below, as well, although scenes with large

static areas (as is often the case with video streaming conference calls made

ubiquitous in 2020) bene�ted in some areas from the reduced complexity of
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of video stills from the Kimono1 sequence with

CTU division and prediction mode coloring, in an inter-coded frame, at QP:

22. Top: default RDO behavior, with few signaled merge-mode (green) CU

blocks. Bottom: Q-learning RDO control agent (lambda weighting control).
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Figure 5.8: People On Street (2560x1600 � Cropped 4K). Middle: default

RDO scheme. Bottom: RLC-agent dynamic control. In this instance, higher

merge mode signaling of middle region o�set the bitrate overhead from in-

creased depth of division.
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Figure 5.9: BQ Terrace (1080p), top �gure shows our improved RDO lead-

ing to higher (green) merge signaling, lower CU depth (see walkway area and

bottom right), with reduced motion signaling. This is one scene where dif-

ferent sections of the image bene�t clearly from di�erent RDO parameters.
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Figure 5.10: Tennis (1080p), encoded with RLC-agent (top) and default RDO

(bottom). CU structure and prediction mode comparison. The denser motion

vector signaling is apparent in the default, for the action-heavy portion of the

screen. This is an other example where di�erent screen areas bene�t from

di�erent RDO settings, dynamically controlled.
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Figure 5.11: Four People (720p), CU structure and prediction mode compar-

ison. Bottom �gure is with RLC-agent control weighting, showing a reduced

CTU division and header signaling compared to middle (default RDO), esp.

top right of screen area.
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scene division, leading to a simpler-looking CTU structure at relatively low

penalty, where appropriate. These �tweaks� to the mode decisions, given the

variance of the signal and nature of the texture represented, are the main

edge of using a �exible coding method like the one we have presented here,

rather than a predetermined �xed weighting for the entire frame. That is,

despite its lack of understanding of the visual elements in the semantic sense

(no object recognition layers were used in our networks), and without large-

scene stacking of full images from multiple reference layers (which would have

made the problem intractably large, in the input space).

The R-D optimization continued to be e�ective in very high speed setting

of large motion blocks (see Fig. 5.10 with Tennis scene). Note that some

of the sequences tested are related, visually, coming from di�erent scenes

of the same large video recording (e.g., ParkScene is the pre-cursor video

of the scene in Tennis, with very di�erent motion characteristics and an-

gle/perspective).

Finally, we were not able to distinguish video quality changes subjectively,

the change in quality being too small to note in any portion of the image

regardless of coding mode. This is consistent with the reward signals a�ecting

the agent, due to the factoring of distortion increase as negative reward.

5.6 Summary and Discussion

This chapter extended the work in Chapter 4 (single video, frame-level opti-

mization) to a more general, and more �nely grained reinforcement learning

system for RDO. We built on the function modeling system of the frame-

based optimization and introduced a group of RL methods using stabilized

update policy networks, at the CTU level. The overall reward was a cu-

mulative one from all CTUs, rather than a single one from a lambda value

imposed on the entire frame.

This allowed for a relatively lower volatility in control (i.e., lower volatility

in the learning process itself), even with deeply contrasting source content
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within a single picture. It further allowed the learning process to come from

multiple di�erent videos rather than one sequence, which provided a stable

experiential phase for the agent, instead of requiring that the same picture

sequence be encoded several times.

In practice, the HM testing worked the other way round when no rate-

control was set in con�guration � base lambda derived from the set QP,

per the same logarithmic relationship (with the weight tuning completely

governed by our RL agent).

Re�ecting on the relationship with our work: what we have done is essen-

tially embed source information into the decision making process, through

a learned agent, so that the lambda modi�cation (at the CTU level) is not

solely guided by a target R, although the bit-cost reduction is the main re-

ward goal for the RL system.

We note also, despite the �xed initial QP, the cascading of actual QP val-

ues in reference level of both Random Access and Low Delay pro�le videos.

That general setting is of paramount importance to the lambda optimiza-

tion, because our agent has no direct observation of these heuristic changes

that directly a�ect the lambda value change. This was the product of re-

search in the QP-domain of rate control y, favoring lower QP in initial IDR

frames (sometimes set to lower than QP1 ) and an incremental increase per

referencing level, called a QP o�set.

QPl =

QP l−1 + ⌈x1⌉, l = 1

QP l−1 + 1, l > 1.
(5.5)

As a result, the basic QP-derived lambda our �nal value is based on,

increases by step per frame reference level, irrespective of source. This is by

design.

The ability of the RL agent to learn from multiple video sources and

adapt settings locally to a new video sequence shows the promise of this

method for many other parts of video coding downstream, whether for the

HEVC/x265 standard or the newer Versatile Video Coding/x266 that is un-
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der development. Example processes to consider are the transform coding

procedures, and the heuristically (or empirically averaged) matrices used in

entropy coding algorithms within the encoder circuitry.

While the addition of an intelligent agent module, operating in every it-

eration of the RDO process, brings a computationally hefty burden to the

process, we believe that both software and hardware next-generation systems

will be able to utilize these advances as both libraries and specialized hard-

ware develop. Given the adaptation of AI chips by hardware manufacturers

on a variety of platforms, in addition to the hardware implementations of the

optimized encoders themselves (due to inherent complexity), there exists a

possibility of interaction at the hardware level for these technologies.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Discussion

6.1 Results Overview

This thesis explored a variety of optimization algorithms and approaches

aiming to improve the Rate-Distortion Optimization process of H.265, by

allowing the encoder to learn from experience rather than by a supervised

training of an agent, or hand-designed value adjustments of the form normally

taken in Video standards implementations.

We produced adaptations of RL to RDO control in the form of policy gra-

dient with Time Di�erence, and deep Q learning (synchronous form), on the

task of optimizing the Lagrangian λ. Modern algorithms with a track record

of success in dynamic control tasks were extended, evaluated and applied to

our unique environment. The overall results in bitrate savings fared well in

comparison to modern adaptive improvements on HEVC lambda estimation

(see Zhang and Bull, 2019 for a recent analytical treatment of the same prob-

lem) � the RL agent performed better in both bitrate savings and distortion

penalties, at least on the same test suite of videos. Stability was achieved

without heuristic cuto�s or other engineered interventions to the variation of

the predictions made, going against the scheme of temporally-related lambda

derivation found in (Zhang and Bull, 2019). This implies that some of the

performance gains were, in fact, due to the strongly diverging predictions
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between di�erent frames, and indeed between coding blocks within the same

image.

Our introduction of time-frame expansion in the training and exploration

process was an on-policy variation of the n-step reward algorithms intro-

duced in (Mnih, Badia, et al., 2016) and related works. Rather than the

reward from an entire episode (an encoding of a picture or group of pic-

tures), the algorithm utilizes an estimated reward from much shorter time

durations, sampled along various trials. This improved the sample e�ciency

in this di�cult engineering task, and allowed a set of encoding trials (only

100-500 frames in most video sequences) to su�ce for producing a useful

prediction/control policy after only one full pass through a video sequence.

Essentially, the methods expanded time-horizons for observation-action

sequences after the initial encoding (training) run, so that we can more

quickly condition inexperienced policies with local reward, and gradually

allow these update horizons to apply at longer iteration trajectories with

full frame reward estimate, at a more global scale, when the agent was more

experienced. Results were published in Hamza et al., 2021.

We more fully expounded this methodology in Chapter 5 to include a

multi-sequence scheme for training: several videos used in a multi-phase pre-

encoding, to avoid overly �tting the policy on too narrow a range of pixel

sources.

While the goal there was to train the policy on a greater number of

trials, it incidentally increased both the accuracy of the acting policy and its

generality/robustness. In short, this version of the agent was less liable to

make mistakes. This includes being more capable at guessing when it should

take no action (revert to default heuristics).

The limitation, however, was that a signi�cant pre-training and transfer

of stored network model needed to occur before the actual encoding test

could begin.

Additional subtleties were revealed about the training process, from mea-

suring performance of the policies learned in these experiments: in all videos
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tested, the agents tuned their performance in just 100 frames or so of train-

ing on the video in question, during the test phase (i.e., after all the multi-

sequence training). This demonstrated that the agent can �hone in� on what

works best for the current type of content, provided a su�cient pre-training

with exploration was done beforehand. This both out-performed training on

the sequence by itself, and training on the other sequences without the test

sequence. It implied that the far-horizon updates of longer trajectory did

have signi�cant e�ect on tuning the acting agents.

While the aggregate of our results were positive, and led to multiple

small �ndings on the application of RL to control in RDO, some of the most

valuable revelations were in fact in the limitations of some of these schemes

(for instance, in the inclusion of abstract, high level features in the reasoning).

We discuss this below.

6.1.1 Limitations

The ine�ciency of RL (sample ine�ciency) on real world tasks is well known(Irpan,

2018). We observed, early on, limitations to the learning capability of our

policy-training in steep learning curve environments such as the HEVC en-

coder setup. Similar to observed limitations in other control domains, learn-

ing from scratch on a complex task is nearly infeasible, even with single

dimensional output, if the input is of the complexity of any large visual task

dimension (a good example is in Lample and Chaplot, 2017). That is, the

policy search is too sample ine�cient to learn within even millions of iter-

ations, and generalizes poorly when not presented with a good supervisory

baseline for network parameters, because it takes a long time to �nally arrive

at a good prediction policy. Our results from preliminary experimentation

saw the same di�culty in �learning from scratch�, or completely doing away

with the HEVC formula for QP-based λ derivation. Meanwhile, augmenting

or scaling the lambda value for optimization was far more feasible.

The approach taken by (Lample and Chaplot, 2017) in learning single

agent control was to augment the network architecture with more than just
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raw pixels � their network incorporated at training time only a sub-network

of outputs used to learn game features like the presence of adversaries. These

features were then fed back into the main network (which shared earlier pa-

rameters and layers) to produce a more informed estimate of action rewards.

This remarkable work by Lample and Chaplot also tested the idea of training

separate networks and found it non-useful; they also reported on the major

di�erence between this model with its Deep Recurrent Q-learning (DRQN)

setting, and the simpler one used in (Mnih, Heess, et al., 2014) to play Atari

games � it is feasible to embed learned features this way only in DRQN.

We also realized limitations through our �rst attempts at incorporating

semantic segmentation in our research, in the practical di�culty of attaining

tagged datasets for incorporation into the reinforcement regimen of the act-

ing policy. Both data and method were quite limited in relation to the variety

in textures and semantic object classes, for indoors and outdoors. One busy

urban scene alone contained more semantic variety than could be a�orded

by semantic segmentation models we used in 2019 (this has somewhat im-

proved, mostly in outdoor settings, but remains limited by the di�culty of

constructing this data).

Most object and scene information could only be represented at fairly

large resolutions capable of containing them (especially in HD video and be-

yond). So the additional limitation here was of di�ering input granularities

and practical performance. Segmentation tools are generally designed to be

used with non-raw pixel sources, encoded in RGB format, at best grays-cale

RGB input of completely di�erent dimensions than slice and CTU bound-

aries.

6.2 Relationship with control schemes in auto-

mated visual gameplay and robotics

This adaptation of on-policy learning methods with exploration, for control

of software, is to our knowledge the �rst of its kind as a tool for optimizing
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decision-making in Digital Signal Processing systems � outside the traditional

realms of robotics and (more recently) automated game-play.

In fact, the �elds of e-sports and automated game-play (or agent-managed

gameplay) are the closest domain of Software Robotics to our setting; they in-

corporate an experiential exploration�action cycle with similar exploration/exploitation

limitations, they usually have single-dimensional output (e.g., �xed set of joy-

stick/button combinations in the output layer) and visual input�though we

have seen throughout these experiments, particularly on architecture, that

visual semantics are very di�erent due to the actions in our environment be-

ing not strictly Markov-ian (there are no state transition probabilities leading

from action).

When modern applications of AI are concerned, the question always arises

(even to an observer in another engineering discipline) whether the applica-

tion has bene�t beyond that of the more traditional, analytic approaches to

optimization. Does it have any practical advantage over the intelligence af-

forded by hand-engineered approaches, which operate by careful design from

a human expert? I.e., why adopt a machine learning approach to a prob-

lem that already has �adaptive� computational solutions, especially ones that

have proven their capability against older benchmarks. And the answer usu-

ally lies in the ability to go further, perform better, and in discovering new

or novel solutions.

In this work, through methods applied in Chapter 4 (frame-level adapta-

tion of policy gradient algorithm, single sequence) and Chapter 5 (CTU-level

learning and optimization from multiple videos), we were able to successfully

exceed the performance of the static rule-based RDO system in the stan-

dardized test settings of HEVC, as well as (rare) modern improvements such

as found in Zhang and Bull, 2019. Agents in control were developed to learn

both from experience in the same video sequence, and sequential experience

in multiple video sequences. This is the equivalent of learning a simulated

physical control task on multiple �world maps�.

This set of results is signi�cant for video coding optimization, but also
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novel as a machine learning adaptation because of the nature of the input and

the problem. Applications of reinforcement learning for continuous control

usually consider physical (robotic) control environments, which are often

simulated to make the algorithmic updates feasible on many episodes. Our

environment was neither simulated nor expert-supervised, improving on the

formulaic method using encoding trials alone.

6.2.1 Uniqueness of the problem domain, generality of

method

These problem areas are distinctly di�erent from a control of a complex DSP

procedure (even when inputs are visual, in the modern paradigm of learning

only from pixels) � it is often the case that these learning algorithms operate

in a semantically complete setting with regards to the input representation

of the state environment.

This is not the case for our problem domain. Portions of an image (or in-

deed the entire image) are not semantically being matched to features, from

the point of view of the functional representation (the networks representing

critic and actor functions in our respective algorithms). Our experiments

with using a Semantic Segmentation input transformer, to label every pixel

with discrete category, showed a very large variation in performance; a de-

crease in stability (although there was promise).

Nonetheless, the similarities in the overall procedure of observe-action-

reward, allowed a successful adaptation of several instances of reinforcement

learning methods, modeling discrete and continuous action control. This led

to results improving on the hand-designed values in the HEVC reference stan-

dard, which modi�ed the RDO parameter entirely from a pre-set mapping of

picture reference level to chosen weighting scheme.
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6.3 Future work

The introduction of Proximal Policy Optimization(Schulman et al., 2017) as a

simpler alternative to (Hester et al., 2018) presents some possible alternatives

to method that may yield positive results in software control. New work has

also been done in exploration strategies when reward signals are sparse (Amin

et al., 2021) � this is directly applicable to general problems in video coding

optimization.

Usually with minimal initial guidance, through supervised or reinforce-

ment replay of experience, reinforcement learning continues to draw attention

for its demonstrated potential across �elds of hardware and software robotics.

The methodology opens new frontiers in problems that require multiple, in-

dependently acting agents (see for instance the current DeepMind approach

to achieving grand-master level status at the game of Star Craft, in Vinyals

et al., 2019).

There is a similarity, albeit a little di�cult to see in DSP systems � the

multiple processes of a video encoder can have several agents attempting

to learn useful real-time optimization of their independent heuristics (like

matrices for quantization, etc). Where the actions of multiple agents coincide

with single goal/reward signals, their training trajectories can be used to train

independent Reinforcement-trained agents. The current interest in video

gameplay, as a more di�cult problem to solve than mechanical control in

robotics, will give rise to composite control systems able to exhibit high

levels of (intelligent) adaptation.
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